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NAACP NOTES CI FINDINGS
Tri-State
Newscopes
CAIRO Ill. —Some of the more than go
state police viho participated in the il-
legal raid on Ps ramid court on Feb. 12.
Many of the state police were scattered
throughout the all black housing project.
Some two dozen were hidden in box cars
immediately behind where these offic-
ers stood. Their * mine are obvious,
giving lie to their claim that only side
arms were used. State police made that
same claim in the illegal raid of Jan.
21. At that time they carried rifles
shown plus sub-machine guns. Three
blacks were arrested this day, several
homes broken into and arrest warrants
are still outstandinz on about ten
blacks. (Tri State Defender Photo: by
Carl Hampton, United Frant).
WICHITA, Kans. — The Baptist
Student Union of Kansas State University
and Sunday School Board of the Southern
Baptist Convention will co-sponsor a
three day Seminar and "Rap" session on
race relations and human development,
Feb. 22 thru 24.
The Rev. Mr. Netters has been se-
lected as one of the leaders to the ses-
sion to be held on the Kansas State Uni-
versity campus. He was selected on the
basis of his activities in at least two.
fields — religion and politics:
Dr. Jerry Buckner, Director of the
Southern Baptist Sunday School Board
in Nashville, will be one of the seminar
leaders. Dr. Buckner worked ver y
closely with Rev. Netters iq Memphis
while serving as instructor ahd director
of the Baptist Student Union at Memphis
State University.
The Tetnpres are appearing at Club No.
30. Holiday Inn Southwest, 980 S. Third
at. It is their first time in Memphis
since their first hit record, "Follow her
rules and regulations" and "I'm for you'
you're for me." Appearing with The
Tempres will be Lee Sane, vocalist from
Detroit and now recording on We Pro-
duce label, the Fantastic Wildcats and
the No-Jo dance cuties.
State Criminal Court Judge W. Otis
can be heard every Sunday after-
noon live on WLOK at 4:30. The an-
nouncement was made by Bill Ad'ins,
Asst. News Director of the WLOK news
staff.
The show entitled "Out Of Court" is
designed to throw some light on the
mysteries of the State Criminal Courts
and their procedures.
A question and answer period be-
tween listerners and Judge Higgs will
be a part of the show, coupled with
some interesting guests.
Judge Higgs is an advocate of the
One Dollar Bail Bond System, institut-
ed by Judge Odell Horton, when he pre-
sided in Division IV of Criminal Court.
Judge Hlggs also has Interest in other
areas of judicial reform.
Rev. Ralph Jackson, head of AME church minimum salaries
division and Jezze Epps, former union organizer, discussed the
problems surrounding a suit involving misuse,pf funds. Both men
charge that there is a conspiracy existing. (See story this page).
Black servicemen get
hard time in Europe
FRANKFURT — Many 'Black
Anterican servicemen stationed in
Europe have "pervasive and extremely
intense" grie‘ances that must be re-
dressed, an investigating team of the an-
tional association for the advance of
colored people has reported.
The three-member panel that investi-
gated race relations among U. S. sol-
diers in West Germany said it was gen-
erally pleased with the attitudes of many
too-ranking officers. But it had harsh
words for parts of the German public.
The panel released preliminary con-
clusions at the end of 3 2-!..! week tour
of nearly a Dozen Army and Air Force
installations throughout West Germany
and in West Berlin.
Nathaniel Jones, general counsel for
the NAACP and leader of the group,
told a news conference a nor, com-
prehensive statement and recommenda-
tions would be released later by the as-
sociation's executive director, Roy Wil-
kins.
Jones said his team had found "per-
vasive and extremely intemie" griev-
ances amOng tne black enlisted men.
officers and non-commissioned officers
they interviewed.
"They must he redressed if the
United States is going to maintain an
effective force in Europe and, at the
stare time, not compound the severe





The black Student Association at
Memphis State university h a s charged
that the athletic department, under
Coach "Spook" Murphy's control, is
guilty of rascim and gross negligence
in dealing with black athletes.
The BSA has compiled a list of com-
plaints, started in September 1970 to
February 1971 of reportedly physical
mistreatment and abusive language
directed towards the black athletes at
Memphis State.
The statement of grievances which
has been sent to Murphy and the
schoo l's president have not been
answered at this time.
This is a partial list of grievances:
(It The only black person, Cato John-
son, working in the -athletic department
is maliciously discriminated against. He
has no office to work out of; no facilities
to accommodate a potential player with,
which i5 highly irregular; no expense
account nor vehicle are made available
for his traveling purposes; he is paid
only a meager sum per month which
includes gas expenses; he cannot g e t
See Page lo
Subject of the current uproar at Memphis State University are
track star Gerald Tinker, center, and ('ato Johnson, campus re-
cruiter, right. Left is Larry liatchlor, communications director for
the Black Student Association which is protesting the treatment
of Tinker and Johnson.
Novelist Jesse Hill Ford is
indicted for murder of black
HUMBOLDT, T E N N. — (UP!) - -
Novelist Jesse Hill Ford, who wrote "The
Liberation of Lord Byron Jones." will
face a first degree murder charge for
the killing of a black soldier.
The 42-year-old author, who is white,
was indicted Monday by a grand jury
here in t h e shoottng last November of
Pvt. George Doaks, Jr., 21.
Doaks had driven onto Ford's coun-
try estate near here at night. Ford s.id
he came o u t of his house and ordered
him to leave. He admitted firing a rifle JESSE H. FORD
shot at the car but said he did so out of
fear.
The novelist said he feared the driver
might have been waiting ambush for
his teen-aged son, who was out on a
date. He said his son had received a
number of threats.
Ford, released on $20,000 b on d, de-
clined to comment of the indictment.
Ford's nove I, later made into 'a
motion picture, depicted racial ten-
sions in a small Southern town.
That conclusion was similar to one
reached by a high-level state department
commission, which made a similar tour
of U. S. miliatry units in Europe last
Autumn.
But, while the Pentagon panel placed
on the Army a good deal of the respon-
sibility for racial trouble among the 20,-
000 black and 165.000 white GI's station-
ed in Germany, the NAACP team ap-
peared to be more favorable toward the
officer corps.
Jones said his panel found "a high
level of awareness of the pro hlems
among a number of senior officers," but
ngela
benefit
A party sponsored by the Memphis
Committee to Free Angela Davis was
interrupted late Saturday night when a
contingent of Memphis vice-squad de-
tectives poured into a small duplex in
North Memphis and announced t h at
the house was "surrounded."
John Hunninan. a member of the
Committee and host of the party, was ar-
rested on assault and battery charges
after one of the detectives allegedly
struck him in the face.
Hunninan was struck when he tried to
retrieve a list which the 20 or so par',
goers had signed. One of. the detectir.
took the list from a pad of paper at the
door. When Hunninan reached for t h e
list, one of the detectives reportedly hit
him in the face. Witnesses said the fore
of the blow knocked him against the
Hunninan said he didn't think t he
plainclothesmen had the right to take
the list because they hadn't ideentified
themselves or shown a search warrant.
He was concerned that the "names of
people who had come to attend a social
gathering were being taken, by the po-
lice — or whoever they were."
The party, a private affair for
friends and members of the Committee
to Eree Angela Davis, had been going on
for several hours when the eight vice-
squad members entered the apartment
a little after 1 a. m.
According to the police report, the
officers walked in the party to in-
vestigate a "complaint of loud noise and
possible gambling." At the time the
men entered those in attendence were
reportedly discussing the Davis case.
When the officers entered the apart-
ment, they allegedly refused to identify
themselves. The plainclothesmen circu-
lated among the guests and asked for
identification. While questioning people,
officers took several pictures with a poc-
ket camera. Wiitnesses agreed that
their a t ti tad e was provocative, and
several incidents nearly developed whed
officers threatened or insulted people in
the crowd.
Hunninan who had Aced repeated-
ly to see a search warrant, was told, by
one officer that he would show it to
him if he would "step outside." In a
similar incident, an officer who was
asked to close the door to keep the cold
that many junior officers "have yet to
develop" such a sensitivity.
Among the German population, he
said, black soldiers found "often times
more discrimination than they encount-
er in assignments in the states, even in
the South.- particularly with regards to
housing and entertainment
Jones also complained of ."a glar-
ing" lack of black officers, a dispropor-
tionate numtber of blacks held in long
pre-trial confinement without being
charged, lack of eaucational programs
in black culture and tradition, and a




air out responded by sayin!.:, -come out-
side and make me."
The incident in which Hunninan was
struck in the face occurred after the
officers had been in the apartment for
10 of 15 minutes. witnesses said. Hun-




Jesse Epps former Memphis. union
leader said last week during a WIHA
public Affairs program "the handling of
his recent troubles in Pass Christian,
Miss, by the Memphis Press was "pure
and simple racism."
The incident Epps spoke of was his
arrest in Hankeock County on a war-
rant signed by Dr. J. 0. Tate, a black
dentist in Pass Christain.
Tate accused Epps of giving h i m
two worthless $10,000 checks.
Epps said, "my attorneys are now
See Page ,10
Left side down front -
References go hack to Chi Town and the construction situation when
the poor denied brothers adempted Id; bleak-in the building trades for jobs.
Union members and executives were outraged. How do you think they
ssinild react to a brother who has the gall to try and construct a develop-
ment? Let's think deep and hard about this, brothers and sisters.
Looks like bound-up time for brothers active in the sanitation strnggle.
It s strange that it's always another brother, in conjunction with the
powerful ones, who is bliFy with the hatchet. And this principle reaches
city ghettos to the dark continent. Just name the situation.
let us not judge our brother, Inc if you stand not with hint, then eland
not against him, for he is sour brother and gossip not about him, for he














SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1971
SATU
BENNET7' CAPTURES L-0 STUDENTS —
Students of LeMoyne-Owen College sur•
rounded Lerone Bennett Jr., senior editor
of Ebony Magazine, seeking his autograph
after his etiro History. Week address in
Memphis last Friday. Bennett was the
college's star performer during its cele-
bration of Negro History Week. An over•
flm, crowd braved rain, sleet and snow




to head its offices
ATLANTA — The appoint-
ment of Butler T. Henderson
of Atlanta as assistant di-
rector of the United Negro
College Fund was annuunceci
by Vernon E. Jordan Jr..
executive director of t he
UNCF.
Jordan said the F u n
"welcomes Henderson ad.
ministrato e and egticationa:
skills and his more than 25
years of experience in the
field of black higher edu-
cation."
Henderson has been direc-
tor of the United 13 a r d
for College Development in
Atlanta. The Board is spoil
sored by the National Coun-
cil of Churches and creates
cooperative planning among
private black 'colleges. Henderson also set up pro-
During his three ye ars gran:, bringing white busi-
with the Board. Henderson ness leaders to black cam-
was instrumental in setting :or first time
up the Cooperative College and organized a pioneering
Library, a consortium con- cJcience of black junior
sisting of 18 predominantly colleges for the purpose of
black colleges which pool joint planning.
their book acquisition pro- At the UNCF, he will be
grams under the Center's involved in the various pro
direction grams carried out by the-or-
ganization among its 36
members institution.Carver
display
11ASHINGTON — U1' I
— Memorabilia of George
Washington Carver, Negr o
scientist and educator, went
ii display .n the White
House We(Inesday.
President Nixon disclosed
plans to honor the famous
Negro in a meeting Tuesday
with black publishers and
authors who presented him
with various publications on
Negro history and Negro
life. The volumes were for
the, White House library.
The President said Mrs.'
Nixon was sponsoring the
display. Most of its items
come from the Tuskegee In-
stitute in Alabama where Dr.






s 3 Bay Brick Station
is High Gallonige
• Excellent Profit Potential
• Minimum investment
For intorrnatton
S.A. SIKES 398-9241 or
396-5758 After 6 P.M.
(Get the Best
Used Cars From the
Get MGre Dealer!
















A native of Knoxville,
Tenn., Henderson was grad-
uated from Morehouse Col-
lege, Atlanta, and received
a masters degree at New
York University. He also
pursued further graduate
study at NYU.
Henderson has t:iht at
Morehouse College and at
Arkansas AM&N College in
Pine Bluff. Ark. At Arkan-
sas AM&N Nfr.Henderson
headed the Department of
Economics and Business for
12 years. At Morehouse. he
was an Assistant to t he
President in Associate Pro-
fessor of Economics.
Dr. Benjamin E. M a y s,
president emeritus of More-
house College and a former
past President of the UNCF,
said of Henderson: "He was
one of the most valuable
workers 1 had at More-
house during my 27 year,
as president of that institu.
lion
FTC levels boom
Wards, Spiegels hit on credit raps
WASHINGTON — Mont-
gomery Ward and Spiegel.
two retailing giants, have
been accused by the Federal
Trade Commission of de-
citptive advertising and vio-
lating the truth-in-lending
law.
The charges included at
lega.tions that both firm
failed ot tell customers they
would be charged interest on
last month's entire balance
unless pain in full.
Under this so-called "pre-
vious balance" system, if a
customer is billed for $50
and pays less than the full
amount — even if he imme-
diately mails a check for
S49 — his next bill will in-
clude interest on the entire
S5o
The truth-in-lending law
requires disclosure of this
system, which is used by
many retailers. Sen. Wil-
liam Proxmire, D-Wis., has
introduced legislation which
would outlaw the practice.
The advertising deception
alleged against Montgomery
Ward concerned ads claim-
ing "no monthly payment
until June" or some such
date .ieveral months in the
future. The FTC siad Mont-
gomery Ward charged in-
terest on the purchase dur-
ing the deferred payment
period without first disclos-
ing that interest would be'
charged:
A Montgomery Ward
spokesman, replying to the
porate advertising and cre-
dit policies comply fully
Newton
lives high
OAKLAND, Calif. — Black
Panther Party Defense
Minister Huey Newton is liv-
ing in a swank $650-a-month
penthouse apartment while
awaiting trial on mansluagh-
_ ter charges, it was disclosed
at week's end.
Although not a registered
tenant of the apartment
house', which overlooks Lake
Merritt in Central Oakland,
New.on has been seen there
during recent months.
He was released from pri-
son last September by the
California Supreme cour t
which overturned his pre-
vious conviction in the death.
of a policeman during al
Panther shootout.
"Be does not rent an aprt-
ment here," said Mrs. Jill
McKay, manager of the




It's an Old Forester
kind of day.
Enjoy the good taste
of this great
Kentucky Bourbon
At 86 or 100 proof
"There is nothing better in the market':
such amenities as a sauna.
putting green and doorman.
But she conceded be had
been seen there. "He may be
an occasional guest," she
said.
Newton was believed to be
using an assumed name — as
many celebrities do — to
avoid being recognized.
To obtain his release pend-
ing his retrial on the man-
slaughter charge he put up
$50,000 cash bond. He is
known to have considerable
income from lecture appear-
ances.
with the letter and spirit of
the law and FTC regulations.
Furthermore, we provide all
customers with full and ade-
quate informatign about
products and services.
"It is regrettable that the
government did not see fit
to discuss and verify our
policies before making a
public release. We have not
yet received a copy of the
complaint from the Federal
Trade Commission."
The charges were in the
form of proposed consent or-
ders against Montgomery
Ward & Co., Inc., and Its
parent firm, MARCOR, Inc.
and against Spiegel, Inc.
Both companies are head-
quartered in Chicago.
Montgomery Ward is a $2
billion-a-year mail or d Or
and department store chain
which ranks third, behind
Sears Roebuck and J.
Penney's, among the na
don's retail creditors. Spit-
gel sells by mail order only
and had 1968 sales of $320
Under FTC procures.
the companies can sign the
tke allegations before an
FTC hearing examiner.
The FTC said Montgomery
Ward also failed to tell home
imporvement credit custom-
ers that they had three days
to cancel the transaction,
and failed to disclose in its
catalogue credit chart that
the rate of credit is higher
for small balances.
The agency said Spiegel
sold its customers credit
life insurance — an insur-
ance policy which would pay
Spiegel its bill if the custom-
er died — withoug as "af-
firmative written indication
of the customer's desire 'or
Insurance.'
It said Spiegel also some-
times failed to disclose on
bills the payment deadline
for aboiding interest, and
net up its bills to "m i s-
tead credit consumers" Into
thinking they were charged
interest only on the unpaid
balance. Actually, the FTC
said, they were charged in-
terest under the "previous
balance" system.
Wir.rareallIllmnyarAvArmarArArmarospur.a
Open Daily 10:00 to 5:00
oarldiegresd, a vgiroeleaitniognsto wstoi pt houthet _brAvaarAirigurrnmrnmarAvalw
admitting guilt, or contest
BANK REPOS
U WORK U RIDE
H Qualltla4
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65 IMPALA H.T.  $AO
17 MUST, auto.. V-8....911
67 Fairlane 500 1511
65 MUSTANG auto UN
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• ENCORE, Inc. 1
DESINGER RE-SALE SHOP





35 Years grocery S.L. JONES
Service to the community. A store
YOu can be proud tb call your own.
893 E. Mclemore Ave. 948-4073
buys more Woolco Brand
health and beauty aids!
woolco toothpaste
SAVE 1.76
6.75 oz. size. With or w/o fluoride in reg. or mint Comp.at 39c ea
woolco shampoo
SAVE 78c
1 16 oz. size. Egg, castile & with lanolin. Comp. at 89c.
woolco mouthwash
SAVE 78c 




I 16 oz. size. Softens hair & brings out hair highlights. Comp. at 89c
woolco brand lotion
SAVE 7k
16 or. size. Hand & body lotion for beautiful skin. Comp. at 89c
2/1
2/1





WOOLOO EASTOATE WOOLOO SOUTINIATE WOOLOO OATIWAY "Waimea-
5100 Park Ass. 1033 S. Third St. 3230 Jackson Ave.
STONE HOLM: 10 A.M.-9130 P.M. DAILY; OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6 P.M.



























































































Five are promoted to junior
executive posts at Universal
In its annual meeting on
February 5, the Board of
Directors of Universal Life
Insurance Company author-
ized the selection of five
persons for junior execu-
tive positions with the Com-
pany.
The five chosen were
Mrs. Frances M. Hassell
and Mrs. Patricia W. Shaw,
H. A. "Art" Gilliam, Jr.,
John C. Parker, and El-
dredge M. Williams. Four
of the newly chosen junior
officers began their careers
with U n i versal at the
branch office level; three
of them started as agents and
the other as a branch office
clerk-typist.
Mrs. Frances M. Hassel
has been with Universal
since 1947. She attended
Lane C o liege, Tennessee
A&I and Memphis State
Universities, and is a fellow
of the Life Office Manage-
ment Institute.
Mrs. Hassell was pro-
moted from the position
of administrative assistant
to ssistant vice president-
public relations. She has
one daughter, Miss Marian
Hassell. who teaches at
Miles College in Birming-
ham. Mrs. Hassell is a
member of Mount Olive
C.M.E. Cathedral.
Mrs. Patricia W. Shaw
is a graduate of Fisk tni-
versity and has attended
the University of Michigan
School of Business. airs.
Shaw has also completed
seven of the eight exami-
nations required for the
L.0.1M.A. fellowship designa-
tion.
She joined the Company
in its d ata processing
section in 1966,- and since
that time she has served
as chief clerk, assistant
supervisor and supervisor
in data processing; and as
cashier and assistant con-
troller in the bookkeeping
department.
Mrs. Shaw's new title is
assistant vice president-
research analyst. she is
the wife of Harold R. Shaw,
Sr.. and they are the pa-
rents of one son, age seven.
The Shaw family attends
the Mississippi Boulevard
Christian 'church, of which
Mrs. Shaw's grandparents,
the late Dr. and Mrs. J. E.
Walker, were founding mem-
bers.
11.A. -Art" Gilliam Jr. is
a graduate of Yale Univer-
a
sity and holds a master's
dal Appeal and dots tele-
casts of special events for
WMC-TV. M r. C i Ilium,
Jr. has been with the com-
pany during v a cation
periods and at other inter.
vats since the age of six-
teen..
After returning to the
caopany full time since
graduating from Michi-
gan, he has been mahager
of the claims department
and assistant actuary.
He will now be assis-
tant v i cc president-asso-
ciate actuary in charge
of claims. Mr. Gilliam, Jr.
also attends the Mississippi
Boulevard Christiau Church.
John C. Parker is a grad-
MRS. CHANCES HASSELL uate of the Harvard Busi-
ness School and was the
first Universalite to be-
come a fellow of the Life
Office Management Insti-
tute. He has been with
the Company since 1951 in
various capacities. He is
a communicant of Em-
manuel Episcopal Church.
His new designation is
assistant v i ce president-
employee relations.
Eldredge M . W i lliams
holds a degree from Arkan-
sas A.M.&N. College at
Pine Bluff. He joined the
Company in 1956, working
out of the Little Rock
branch office. He has been
successively an agent. a
field auditor home office
supervisor a id manager
of the auditing depart.
ment HP, new designation
will be assistant vice-pres-
ident and manager of the
auditing department.
'Mr. Williams is married
and the father of three
children: Ronald, 14: Doug-
las, 9: and Kiniaerly, 6.
The Williams family also





degree in actuarial mathe-
matics from the University
of Michigan. He is also a
columnist for the Commer-
.
INVITATION FOR BIDS
The Memphis Housing Authority will receive bids for a second
story addition to the Central Office Building. 700 Adams Ase
sue. Memphis. Tennessee, until 2.30 P.M.. Central Standard
Time on February 25, 1971. at Memphis Housing Authority,
700 Adams Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee. at which time and
place all bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract documents, including plans and
specifications, are on file at the office of the Memphis Mous-
ing Authority, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee. and
the Architect, Eason. Anthony. McKinnie. Cox and Martin,
Architects, 1391 Madison Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee. Copies
of the documents may be obtained by deposittici, c100.00 with
the Memphis Housing Authority, 700 Adams Auntie. Memphis
Tennessee, for cacti set of documents so obtained. Such deposit
will be refunded to each person who returns the plans. specifica-
tions, and other documents in good condition within 10 days
after bid opening. Returned plans and specifications shall be
fully bound and unmarked.
A certified check or bank draft, payable to the Memphis Hous-
ing Authority, U.S. Government bonds, or a satisfactory but
bond executed by the bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to not less than five (5%) percent of the bid shall
be submitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will be t*quired to furnish and nay fin
satisfactory performance and payment bond or bonds in J penal
sum of at least 100% of the amount of the contract as awarded
All bidders Must be licensed General Contractors as required km
Chapter 135 of the Public Acts of 1945 of the State of Tenn
esscc, and all amendments thereto. Bidden's name and contra,
tor's license number must be placed on the face of.the envelop,'
containing the Bid Documents.
Attention is called to the fact that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages as set forth in the specifications must be paid
on this project, and the contractor must insure that employees
and applicants for employment are not discriminated against be-
cause of race, color, creed, religion, sex, or national origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject any
or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding.
No hid shall be withdrawn for a period of thirty (30) days sub- •







St. Louis Negro aims
for vice-mayor post
By HOWARD B. WOODS
ST. LOUIS — This city,
the major urban area in the
Sho-Me State has girded it-
self to join the ranks of cities
electing blacks to top exe-
cutive posts. This time the
city is moving through the
aid of key individuals to
elect a black man to the
presidency of the St. Louis
Board of Aldermen.
That man is Joseph W. B.
Clark, presently the Fourth
Ward Alderman, who is
giving up that seat to run for
the big post Clark, a Dem-
ocrat, is president of the
local NAACP branch and is
also chairman of the
NAACP's Region IV.
Evidence of the wide-
spread interest in this rir:e
is pointed out in the fact
that on March 5, screen star
and playwright Ossie Davis
is hosting a cocktail party
for C I ark at his N e w
Rochelle, N. Y. home. At
that time Ossie iS expected
to invite some of the more
important luminaries in the
New York areas to support
the St. Louisan,
St. Louis is governed by
28 aldermen from as many
wards with its president be-
ing elected city-wide. The
President of the Board is
also a member of the Ogee
man Board of Estimate
and Apportionment which
consists also of the Mayor
and the City Comptroller.
In case of a vacancy in
the of fi c e of Mayor tile
President of the Board shall
become Mayor and shall
hold such office until a suc-
cessor is elected and quali-
fied, In the absence of the
Mayor from the city. the
President shall serve in his
absence.
St. Louis presently has a
population of 607,000 with
291. 000 of those being blacks.
Of a total voter registration
of 235,000, 87.000 are Negro
voters.
Clark is considered well
qualified for the post. He
has a broad %background of
comm unity invol vement.
Among some of his affilia-
tions are those includina his
chairmanship of the West
End Congress; vice-chair-
man, Model Cities Executive
Board; chairman, Board,
Model Housing and Develop-
ment Curl).: member Metro-
politan Police Community
Relations Council; presi-
dent, Capan Housing and
Development Fund, Inc.;
member Business Develop-
ment Commission and Life
Member NAACI'.
As president of the Board,
Clark would to' only pass on
all fiscal matters relating
to the the city, but auto-
matically become a mem-
ber of the St. Louis Crime
Commission: the Kiel Audi-
torium Commission; I h e
Human Development Corp.,
the anti-poverty agency and
the East-West Coordinating
Council.
The President of the Board




To observe Bidck Distory
Week, February 7-14, Siena
Students for Black Progress
featured Carol Hall. WHBQ-
TV Naas Corn rnentator.
who spoke on "Black Wo-
men in Today's Society,"
Wednesday. February If).
In addition, studen. mem-
bers of the organization
presrnted their interpreta-
tion ol American histerv
and of the Blacks' role in
that history.
Other recem SSW.' au'
vibes, only coincident











Start your set today and soon you'll have a
complete service! This schedule will run
3 times in the next 15 weeks..
WEEKDINNER PLATE $175 ,49c ST pthu rec ahcahs e
AI& DESSERT DISH sino 49c . 7 pt hu r ec al ica hs a







Si I 49c with each
The above items will only be said at these special prices
math, weeks they are featured.
"CLASSIC"
STAINLESS
Save on matching Classic stainless completers, too. A new
grouping will be introduced each week at special prices!
2nd
WEEK 4 TEASPOONS 17.!,(; $1.29 srpthurecrahse
WE SALAD FORKS 173,„ w.4$1.29 .;..„th.rec:cahs.
WEEK 4 SQUP SPOONS alo $1.29 sTpthureAT's.





with each$1 29 $3 ptirchase
wh
WEEK
3-pc. SERVING SET Re
iSgmar SZer, Wet' 11Spe41; e, $4.,K)
$1 29 with each• 33 purees*
eth
WICK
2 Tablespoons, . Net
Cold Meat Fork 8s.00





110Pastry Server $5. $1.49 577urectl
The above items win be on sale at these special





China . . . the ultimate in
dining elegance. Each piece
is gracefully detailed with a
delicate platinum edge and
encircled with a raised past-
el floral wreath . . . giving
Classic the look of most ex-
pensive china patterns. Clas-
sic is a service of unmistak-
able heirloom quality. A
service you'll be proud to






"Classic" a work of art in
stainless with the look of
sterling. Its graceful beauty
is expressed in a series of
traditional scrolls. A pattern
that will never go out of
style. A service that's earn-
ed the Good Housekeeping
Seal. Each piece is well-bal-
anced and highly polished
to a gleaming mirror finish
that will never be ruined by
the dishwasher. Make the
entire service of Classic
tableware part of your own
collection. It's the service









Report to stockholders of
Universal Life Insurance
Company, as given by Presi-
dent A. Maceo Walker at the
annual meeting on last Fri-
day, s h owed tremendous
progress in all significant
areas of operations.
Mr. Walker traced the
history of the black man,
paralleling this history with
the development of Black
insurance companies, in a
message on "Crises and
Challenge."
Informative data showed
that when black insuranee
(same into being, "the tides
of post-construction years
were being turned deliber-
ately and viciously against
us The ballot was being
taken away, segregation was
being enacted into law. The
Black man has lived in
crises for 355 years — 246
years of slavery and 109
years of segregation and•
discrimination.
"In 1893, when the first
black insurance company
was organized in Virginia,
118 Negroes were lynched.
In 1895, when th largest
black company today was
organized, more than 100
Negroes were lynched and in
1923 when Dr. J. E. Walker
founded Universal I.ife In
surance Company, 52 Ne-
groes were lynched and no
one was brought to justice:
Mr Walker explained
To illustrate how these
black companies and Uni
versal Lite in particular
have met crises with chal-
lenge, President Walker cit-
ed statistics at year end 1970
for Universal Life, showing
History Week, included a
Black B e auty Workshop,•
held on Saturday. February
6.
Directed II the average
black junior high school
girl. the program stressed
make-up, wardrobe public
speaking. hair styling and
basic eerier a I appearance.
The workshop likv many
other SSBP hinetions, is
part of its ties' : Community
tot olvement i'reer:en
AIRMAN DAVID L. McKin•
lev, son of Mrs. Olivet Me-
K:nley of 1756 Marjorie,
Memphis, has received Hr
Oust t, S. Air Force duty
assignment atter complet-
ing basic training at I.ack-
land AFB, Tex., anti is as-
signed to a unft of the Aero-
space Defense Command af
Hamilton UT, Calif.. for
train in g and duty as
security policeman. Ile is a
1970 graduate of Southside
High School. His father




assets of $11.8 m ii Ii on.
These figures indicate an
appreciable increase over
the previous year end.
In other action, the stock-
holders added Dr. T. R. M.
Howard of Chicago to its
Board of Directors, after
which the Board authorized
the appointment of five jun-
ior officers; H. A. Gilliam,
Jr., Mrs. Patricia Shaw,
John C. Parker, Eldredge




ment of a cash dividend of
$8.00 per share, and a 20%
stock dividend to stock-
holders of record ar Decem-
ber 31, 1970, and a s ke ed
"that your prayers help us
to press ever forward in our
effort to raise the black







is that constant drip getting
on your nerves and Causing
your water mil logo up? SEE
READ SALES CO.
Faucets and Repair Parts
8, mg sample ol parts needed
Phone 774 34-4/
1373 Jackson at Watkins
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups







"YOUR Company Maker What Yoe Ask For 
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Here ore soft, notural-looking wigs of synthetic fibers. They're perfect
ready-to-wear wigs. Just' give them a shake, a flip of the brush, and




















FOUNDER'S DAY COMMITTEE — Members of the Foun•
der's Day Committee at St. Andrew AME Church met this
week to complete plans for the Richard Allen Banquet to
be held Sunday. Feb. 21. in the Fellowship Hall of the
Church at 887 S. Parkway East. Seated from left are
Mrs. Mattie Taylor. hostess; Mrs. Cleora M. Neale,
general chairman; Mrs. Irma Reardon, invitations and
communications. Standing. from left, are Mark Stansbury,
Annual day is kickoff
for membership drive
The Commission on Evan-
gelism and Church mem-
bership at St. Andrew AME
Church will begin its An-
nual Day celebration the
first Sunday of Lent, Febr-
uary 91, by launching a
membership campaign.
The pastoral program, de-
signed to spiritualize St. An-
drew, provides for personal
pledges of each member
to "Bring One. Win One,
Save One for Christ." Those
accepting the solemn corn-




Mrs. Lucinda DeBare of
Albany, New York spent
a week in Memphis after
attending the mid-winter
session of the National Bap-
tist Convention in Hot
Springs, Arkansas. Much
of her time was spent visit-
ing old friends and attend-
ing St. Stephen Baptist
Church-Third Street, where
she was bormerly a mem-
ber.
Mrs. DeBoe was the re-
register with the pastor
or any officer of the Com-
mission.
Everyone instr umental
in the salvation of a soul
or the addition to St. An-
drew will receive a bean-
tifully colored badge bearing
the inscription, "Brought
One."
The goal for the cam-
paign is 100 new members.
Mrs. Leona ()wens is pres-
ident -of the Commission.
the Rev. E. M. Martin
minister, and Mrs. F.R.
LaMarr, church reporter.
cent recipient of many
courtesies. She was the
dinner guests in the homes
of Mrs. Amanda Broxton.
Mrs. Blanche Stevenson,
Mrs. Stevenson
Mrs. Selena Steele and Mrs.
Effie Young.
A group of friends as-
sembled at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Obie Broxton
to hear a speech on tape
by Mrs. DeBoe titled "The
Life of Christ" which she
rendered as a Christmas
message on station WABY
in Albany.
Those a t t ending were
Mrs. Allie Kanady, Mrs.
O.C. Crivens. Mrs. Chris-
tine Townsend, Mr. Ike
Addison, Mrs. Blanche Ste-
venson and Mrs. Helen
West.
publicity; Mrs. Marie Harris. arrangements, and Elroy
Carter, decorations. Not shown is 111L's5 Marilyn Halfacre,
program chairman. The stewards are sponsoring the five-
dollar-a-plate affair to observe the founding of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church by Richard Allen. The Rev,
J. Haskell Mayo, pastor of St. James AME Church, St.
Louis, Mo.. will be the guest speaker. The Rev. Elmer M.
Martin is minister of St. Andrew. (MeChriston Photo)
St. Andrew AME lambert plans
to honor AME Friends Day
founder Allen
Plans have been complet-
ed for the Founder's Day
Banquet in the Fellowship
Hall of St. Andrew AME
Church on Sunday, Feb. 21,
at 0 p.m.
Committee members are
Mrs. Matte Taylor, chair-
man; Mrs. Cleora Neale,
banquet c h airman; Mrs.
Irma Bearden, invitation
and guest chairman; Mark
Stansbury, c h a irman of
publicity; Mrs. Marie Har-
ris d i rector of general
arrangements, Elroy Car-
ter, assistant director on
decoations, and Mrs. Mari-
lyn Halfacre, program chair-
man.
All class leaders will be
assisted by captains to
serve as an attendance
committee.
Dr. J. Haskell Mayo,
pastor of the St. James
AME Church in St. Louis,
Mo., will be the speaker
for the banquet.
The theme for the ob-
servance is "Richard Allen
sand Today's Challenge."
Annual Friends Day will
be held at the Lambert
Church of God in Christ
at 1070 Keating at. on
Sunday, Feb. 21 at a pro-
gram to begin at 3 p.m.
Music will be sung by one
of the city's outstanding
choirs. Mrs. Mary Davis
and Mrs. Pamela Pool will
be in charge.
The church is pastorated
by the First Administrator




On Thursday, Feb. 18,
the annual PTA Founders
Day program will be held
at Merri 11 Elementary
School.
Persons i n v olved with
the "Community for Ac-
tion" agency will discuss
the present and future
activities for the agency
with parents and faculty
members.
The program will start
at 7.30 p.m. The public is
invited.

















































in cash prizes awarded to WMC Radio 79 listeners in 19701
********************************************
••••••
a And with WMC Radio 79's PASSWORD contest awarding $790.00 to •




No contests to enter. Nothing to, mail in. Just keep listening to the
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PINE BLUFF, Ark. —
White parents invoked the
the name of God and sought
the aid of Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew after cheer-
ing ,their children in a mass
walkout of thiii newly inte-
grated Watson Chapel
Schools.
An estimated 400 to SOO
students walked out of the
district high school and
leaders said the boycott
would continue. Two black
women were arrested on
disturbance charges but no
other serious incidents were
reported.
"They said that they are
going to do this every day
until they win their neighbor-
hood school back," said
Sterling West, an official of
the Watson Chapel Taxpay-
ers Association. The group
headed the long fight against
desegregation.
Federal Judge Oren Harris
had ordered a Health, edu-
cation and Welfare Depart-
ment desegregation plan im-
plemented real soon the
school board "reluctantly"
agreed in the face of $350-a-
day fines and jail terms.
Eleven marstfals and Pine
Bluff Police lined the streets
around the district schools.
School officials estimated
black student attendance at
the school was about normal.
A news conference was
held after the students and
parents marched back into
Pine Bluff. Four of the five
school board members said
they refused to sign affida-
vits showing compliance with
the d e segregation order.
Judge Harris retained juris-
diction in the case and said,
"no one will interfere with
the operation of the schools.
there will be no outside in
Harris could place sanc-
tions on the board if the
integration plan is disrupted.
"You're making national
history here today," Dr.
Mitchell Young of Texar-
kana, Tex., told about 900
parents at the news confer-
ence. Mitchell heads Free-




Remember Watson Chapel, '
Mitchell said.
The Rev. Sidney McLeed
read from the bible and told
the parents the "lord is on
our side." He later prayed
for ''the freedom of choi,
that you (God) manifest ai
your word."
The Arkansas Congression-
al delegation will be asked,
to take tbe district's case to
Agnew and Atty. Gen. John
N. Mitchell, Young said,
"What do we want?" the
foot-stamping crowd asked.
"Freedom of choice," they
answered.
"Other measures will be
taken by the association to
solidify resistance to the
court-ordered school plan,"
Young said. "This action will
be self-evident and will bel
decided upon from day-to-
day."
After the rally Young and
a group of parents went
back to the high school and
raised their otvn flag to half




WASHINGTON — T h e
Health, Education and Wel-
fare dept. announced it would
cu' off federal welfare funds
to Indiana and Nebraska, be-
ginning April 1, for failing to
raise payments as required
by law.
"It is a step we take with
great potentially serious im-
pact on needy families," said
John D. Twiname, admini-
strator of HEW's social and
Rehabilitation Service.
Long Distance
is telling your Mom and Dad
you love 'em.
Dial a lovin' phone call.Tonight
Direct distance dialing is simple.
Just dial "1"
The area code if different from your own.
Then the number.
Of, if you don't know the number, you can get it
in a hurry for no extra charge—simply dial "1,"
the area code if different from your own, and


























3 Lb.,Pkg. or More Lb,59c
Jane Parker
Sandwich
BREAD 4 20 oz. $Loaves
RC or













8 12 oz. Pkg. 5
Regular or Calypso Facials et ok
SCOTTIES
TISSUES 32°4" oygs.
PRICES EXPIRE SAT., FE& 20th
423 N. Cleveland 213 Fraysor Blvd,
5990 Hwy. 51 South 2833 Lanair Ave.
1500 S. Lauderdale 3561 Park Ave.
3200 Parkins Rd. South, 2464 Poplar Ave.


















SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1971
BOARD OF DIRECTORS of the Memphis Cotton Maker's
Jubilee. Inc., are making plans for the, 1971 Jubilee, and
seen here, seated from left, are Mrs Lillian Dunlap, chair-
man of Royal Sweethearts; Mrs. Verisa Mae Lemon,
chairman of Royal Serenaders, City-Wide; Mrs. Susie
Hightower, chairman of awards, and Mrs. R. Q. Venson,
chairman and coordinator. On second row, same order,
are Stephen Berkley, son of Detective and Mrs. E. S.
Berkley; Miss Pamela Ray Venson, Miss Lois Gibson
JOIN JUBILEE FAMILY - These persons will be assist-
ing in the affairs of the Memphis Cottonmakers Jubilee,
Inc., for the first time this spring. Seated from left are
Mrs. Emma Rea Sanders, Junior Royality Committee;
Mrs. Cora Booth, Royal Sweetheart Committee; Mrs.
Valois Perry, chairman of Junior Royalty, and Mrs. Mary
Reeves, Junior Royalty co-chairman. Standing, from left,
Ferris foundation gives
St. Augustine $200,000
RALEIGH, N. C. -
Saint Augustine's College
has receired a non-restrict-
ed grant of $200,000 from the
Booth Ferris Foundation, a
New York based charitable
organization, according to
the president, Dr. Pruett
R. Robinson.
Robinson Said the funds
will he used for general
operaitng a n d student
sdholarships. This makes
a total of approximate-
ly $700,000 the co Ilege
has received from this
foundatidn during the last
five years.
Among other recent con-
tributions to the college, he
cited a grant of $5,000 from
an anonymous donor, and a
grant of $20.000 from the
Chichester DuPont Founda-
tion. The $20,000 grant is to
be used for the develop-
ment fund.
The college has also re-
cently received a grant of
$25,000 from Trinity Epis-
copal Church of Saint Mar-
tin-in-the Field in Philadel-
phia.
Kodak Company, counsels Fred Radcliffe, a student-trainee
in Rochester, N. Y.'s World Of Work (WOW) program. WOW
pitirticipabts attend high school half-day and spend the other
half renovating inner-city homes. WOW, part of Rochester
Jobs' Inc.'s Operation Young Adults, is one of numerous
urban programs in which Kodak.is involved. These programs,
along with such topics as hiring, employment and training,
auti pollution are described in depth in a new booklet," When
Business Gets Involved A Kodak Report." single copies
of the brochure. Kodak publication CR-10, may he obtained
without charge by writing to Department 412L- (e), Eastman
Kodak C,ompany, Rochester, N. V. 14415e.
DEFENDER
Adult Royalty committee, Lyndon Berkley, Mrs. Katie L.
Johnson, chairman of Group I Royal Serenaders, and
Frank Scott, president. On back row, from left, are Joe
Lee Nelson chairman of Grand Jubilee Parade; B. T.
Lemon, committeeman, Detective Berkeley Scrap Book;
Clyde R. Venson secretary of the organization, chairman
of Adult Royalty and Announcement • Dinner and Clifton
Satterfield, treasurer.
are Roscoe Dixon, who has entered the Army as a private
and is stationed at Fort Campbell, Ky.; Mrs. Carolyn Mit-
chell, Royal Sweetheart Committee; Orville Hancock, co-
chairman of Children's Parade, and Shelton Robinson.









RALEIGH, N. C. - It is
said that first impressions
are often lasting. If this is
the case then Dr. J. Archie
Hargraves, President-Elect
of Shaw University has lit-
tle to be concerned about
when he assumed his official
duties on Feb. 1st.
Dr. Ilargraves met t h e
Shaw University Community
in Spaulding Gymnasium for
the first time when he de-
livered a 30 mins. address
and spent some 20 mins. aft-
erward talking with local
media about his philosophy
of higher education in gen-
eral and the general direc-
tion in which he hoped Shaw
would move under his (ap-
parently) very capable lead-
ership.
lie scented to be physic
as he opened his remarks
by telling his audience that
he intended to get to "lb e
nitty gritty" because he
knew they all wanted to
know .what "this guy Har-
graves was like - what
made him tick."
Two students
ELIZABETH CITY, N. C.
- Donald Laltuffman, Eliza-
beth City State University's
representative on the UNC-
TV Continuing Education Ad-
visory Committee, announces
the selection of two ECSU
St udents as participants
in. the North Carolina Drug
Information Project I.
named to participate were
Clarence Lewis and Fentrice
Davis, two social science
, majors.
Lewis and Davis will join
other students, teachers, law
enforcement officials, medi
cal experts. and parent,
frim throughout the state
in a live and direct telecast









E-Z Storage & Van Co.




o Built with two fiber glass belts and two ny-
lon cord plies
o Guaranteed by Sears to wea, for a full 36
months
o Bptter traction, stability, mileage of most
non-belted tires-
DynayJass
Silent Guard Reg. Price Sale Price
Tubeless Plus E.E.T. Plus F.F.T.
Black wall and and Plus
Tire Site Old Tire OW Tire F.E.T
C78-13 or 6.50/7.00113 33.95 25.46 1.92
F78-14 or 7.75x14 38.95 29.21 2.38


















E78-14 or 7.35x14 40.96 30.71 2.21
P78-14 or 7.75x14 42.95 32.21 2.38
6-7814 or 8.25x14 , 45.95 34.46 2.55
1178-14 or 8.55x144 ay Q.5_, 36.71 2.74
G-78-15 or 8.15xl., , -11..95 35.21 2.64
1178-15 or 8.45x1I5-1 49.95 - 37.46 " 2.80
CHARGE IT CROSSTOWN
o i Sears Revolving Charge 495 N. Crosstown,
276-0411
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE 
W HITEHAVEN POPLAR TH1R D ST.
1200 Southland Mall 4570 Poplar 906 S. Third
Satisfaction Guaranteed  396-5.51 682-1511 774-3730



















United Artists -- Z,
PLUS
GETTING OE WAS MURDER ...
George Kennedy Anne Jauli,ori
SERVICE' WITH A SMILE. That's typical of Miss Evelyn
M. Jones who began work at DIPEC under the Project
Value program. Now in a career-conditional status, she
has been employed as receptionist, library assistant and
secretary. Miss Jones is in Administrative Services. DIPEC
is a major field activity id the Defense simply Agency.
Blehied in Mernehla by Mwaeblens
....rush•d rushed dolly to your Itly

















chicken, meat loaf, Beef,
















Peas 8, Poly B1
Carrots 15c
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
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Public against filibuster
Filibuster, that unparliamentary tactic which often brings
death to a host of liberal legislative proposals, is once more
before the Senate for a decision as to its survival. The climate
seems ripe for reform. Some 51 Senators are behind cloture rule,
which is an achievement in itself if they can hold the line with-
out defections in their ranks
The minority that for many years has obstructed the intent
and will of the majority in the Upper House at times when basic
national interests were at stake may not have the required
support to perpetuate its questionable power.
Far too long has the talk-fest -beery allowed to spoil the
show. Public opinion is rising high against this perversive prac-
tice.
Southern Senators, time and again have used the filibuster
to block passage of liberal proposals intended to improve the
condition of the Negro in the American society. The question
the Senate must answer is whether it can cut off a filibuster by
majority vote when the Issue is the adoption of new rules at
the beginning of a session.
Rule 22 which places a limit on debate has never been
invoked. The climate seems favorable for its application. A head-
count in the Senate shows that two-thirds of the Democrats are
in favor of cloture by a three-fifths vote, compared to only
one-half of the Republicans. Should the effort against this ob-
structive minority rule fail, the Republicans will have to bear
most of the responsibility for it.
It requires a two-thirds majority for a change in the rules.
There are some 60 Senators ready to support cloture. They need
at least six more votes for a two-thirds majority. The Republi-
cans hold 'the cards in their hands for a play that may end
filibuster or extend its dominion of power. They might decide to
play ball with the Dixiecrats as a political strategy designed to
refurbish Nixon's Southern Strategy. We shall soon find out.
Christian brotherhood
Annual observance of Brotherhood Week has become a fixed
tradition in the United States. It has its historical roots in the
reailtie: of events that divide men against their fellowmen
through baleful interaction. Though there are critics who ques-
tion, with some logical support, the utility of an annual re-
minder accenting fellowship, the redeeming aspects of the
exercise in goodwill can scarcely be doubted.
The belief in oneness of humanity does not attract quick
and universal acceptance. Men are more prone to rationalize
their prejudices than to renounce them and embrace new con-
cepts, new affirmation. It is by dent of the litany on the theme
of Christian identity and common fatherhood that men, who are
ruled by reason and not by passion, come to accept the logic
of brotherhood.
Though the observance of Brotherhood Week is within the
frame of Negro-white relations in America, the idea is not limited
by geography. Its application has world-wide rewarding possibil-
ities. If carried out with persuasive logic and unflagging con-
tinuity, it coukl be far more reliable fulcrum to world peace
than international treaties that are broken at the convenience
of the signatories.
For, at the base of most ominous international conflicts is
the racial question which is draped over with nationalism as
the fuel that provides the propulsive thrust for the war engines.
Races of men have their own peculiar notion of their biological
superiority and rights. The struggle for supremacy is only ideolo-
gical on the surface. The true motivation .is borne out of a mis-
guided sense of national self-interest in all things.
If the underlying principles of brotherhood Week could be
brought into play in all human endeavors, the perennial pangs
and woes that disturb human relations would be lessened to a
comfortable degree. While the observance is only an annual
affair, it does play a part in shaping the thinking of a substantial
number of people.,
Men are moved by ideas. Ideas are expressed in words that
can set the soul on fire or calm human emotions to the point
where reason prevails. Christianity itself is an historic example
of word in action. The sayings of Jesus traversed the ages and
became the spiritual foundations of the Christian Church So
much goodwill and fellowship can flow from the kind of preach-
ment thatanilsrlies the principles of Brotherhood.
It is a preachment that needs to be the substance of every
human act in every day's association and transaction and not
merely on special occasion.
...vfl MUST SET OUT TO (*OUR




HEW figures on school
mixing are misleading
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
•
What does it mean when Secretary
Elliot Richardson says that the South
has doubled the number of Negroes at-
tending majority white schools since
1968 whereas the situation in the North
has remained virtually the same? Does
this mean that the South had further to
go than the North? In what way is this
"dramatic and unprecedented"?
I hope HEW will demonstrate in fig-
ures what was quoted in the Press Jan.
14. I doubt if a thorough analysis of the
entire school systems of the nation would
reveal anything very optimistic about
desegregating the schools.
Then too, I resent the fact that it is
called progress if Negroes go to white
schools. But it seldom ever happens that
you hear of white students going to a
school where the majority of the s t u.
dents are black. Even if this were so, it
would not be heralded in the press as
progress.
In Mr. Richardson's statement he
says nothing about the fact that there
are sections in the South where South-
ern School Systems are getting blacker
year by yaer as whites flee to suburbia
or send their children to private schools.
Is this a statement to make the South
feel good?
How can he talk about getting tough
with the South while at the same time
he compares the North and the South
with advantages to the South? If t h e
North is dragging its feet on desegrega-
tion the Secretary should get tough with
them too.
The press reported Richardson as
hedging when he said "that Southern
districts which discriminate against
A point
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
MORE HOMEWORK
It's ironical and rather contradi( to-
ry to note several developments in the
matter of desegregation of the public
schools in Memphis.
Despite obvious progress in the ef-
forts to desegregate the schools, there
is still painful "backlash." In several
localities white parents are aroused in
opposition to the point of threatening to
boycott the schools, rather than have
their children attend schools with black
students.
Mrs. Maxine Smith of the NAACP
points out that there are "excessive sus-
pensions and different treatment of black
and white children." The black children
in many schools under-write their
resentments and the correctness of Mrs.
Smith's position by expressions of re-
sentment, through their conduct and at-
titudes.
The black children, in many in-
stances, apparently sense that they are
"in" the schools but not "sr' the
schools. With the exception of a few
Young black athletes and other excep-
tionally talented young blacks, t h e
large majority of black students feel
"left out." Their resultant attitudes are
understandable.
Another ironical and contradictory
note "surfaces" when blaring news me-
dia reports establish the facts of too
much violence in too many of the pre-
dominantly black schools. There have
their black teachers would be subject to
fund cutoffs similar to those affected
throughout the South during the earlier
years of the school desegregation p r o-
cess." This sounds fairly good. But this
writer predicts that no funds will be cut-
off because a school district fires or de-
motes Negro teachers. The Government
has never wanted to cut-off funds in a
school district. I bet my life that if
blacks were discriminating against
whites, the're would be no dragging of
Federal feet. The Government would
stop it.
Even if HEW does move in to stop
school districts from firing black teach-
ers what about the thousands of black
teachers that have already been fired
or demoted? HEW must have known
about this kind of discrimination. My
belief is that the Government will make
no attempt to put an end to the firing
and demoting of black teachers.
I am just from a section in South
Carolina where black teachers are far
fewer than the black-white ratio in popu-
lation and far fewer ratio wise than the
ratio of black and white students in the
student body. In the school in question
where there are 400 students in the high
school, with a fairly high percentage of
blacks, there are only about seven black
teachers.
They are in physical education, mu-
sic and other like courses and not teach-
ers in the hard core courses. I know
music and physical education courses
can be and often are just as rigorous as
other courses, but it looks funny that
only subjects like these are taught by
blacks,
of view
been three incidents, involving shoot-
ings (one fatal) in black school situa-
tions in the current school year . . .
to say nothing of the ordinary fights
and other cases of violence. Such, vice
lence, incidentally, lends logical point
to the reluctance of many already
biased white parents' arguments against
their children's attending schools with
blacks.
On the other hand, there is point,
too, to black spokesmen's arguments
that still current and obvious failures
of the school system to take honest, de-
termined, and fair steps to implement
in spirit . . . and practice the princi-
ple of court ordered desegregation.
From this Point of View, the fin-
ger of blame must be pointed, not to
any particular group such as the board
of education, school principals, or teach-
ers . . . but to the entire adult com-
munity of Memphis. Homework for the
schools obviously must begin with the
parents . . . white parents, obsessed
with racism . . . and black parents who
obviously are not exercising enough au-
thority and influence in their homes to
keep guns and other weapons out of the
hands of their children.
If this community is going to see it
it like ills . then it seems that more
it liek ii is . . then it seems that more
grown-up "home work" is in order . .
beginning in both black and white
hearts . .




By ETHEL L. PAYNE
House Majority Leader Hale Boggs
of Louisiana returned a favor in kind
for Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm of
New York. In return for her support of
his campaign for the second most im-
portant post in the House, he got hey a
place on the House Education and Labor
Committee, but last week, Boggs prov-
ed that loyalty to Southern tradition
comes first when he joined with Speak-
er Carl Albert of Oklahoma to force
through the retention of crusty old John
MacMillan (72) of South Carolina as
Chairman of the House District Co m-
mittee.
Under MacMillan, the city of Wash-
ington has been treated worse than
the abused stepchild, starved for funds
and thwarted on all programs.
Diggs lost the post by 30 votes . .
For Common Cause, the new citizens'
lobby headed by John Gardner, the vote
on MacMillan was its first major test of
strength . . . black lawmakers are con-
sidering a suit against the major n e t-
works over their rejection of a bid for
equal time to reply to President Nixon's
State of the Union message . . . and the
Black Caucus will undertake its own
fund-raising campaign to defray the
cost of setting up an office in Washing-
ton to dispense information to blacks
across the country on important issues
. . bow come minority members of .ne
House insist on passing up an assign-
ment on the Agriculture Committee?
Latest to sidestep a berth on Ag was
New York's Herman Badillo, a Puerto
Rican. The Agriculture Committee is re-
sponsible for a majority of measures
dealing with food stamps, surplus
commodities and other welfare p r o-
grams, all of which affect the poor. If
Shirley Chisholm had accepted the Agri-
culture assignment when she was first
elected to Congress, today she would be
a sub-committee chairman.
A new ruling in the House precludes
a member holding two chairmanships,
thus some members of the Agriculture
Committee left to seek their fortunes
elsewhere. Meanwhile, Badillo joined
Mrs. Chisholm on the House Education
and Labor Committee which also in-
cludes Congressman William Clay of
Missouri and Augustus Hawkins, Califor-
nia . . . other Hill assignments of im-
portance are Parren Mitchell of Balti-
more on the Banking and Currency
Committee and Ron Dellums to the For-
eign Affairs Committee, in addition to
the District Committee. Dellums will
accompany Charlie Diggs on his latest
African odyssey. The trip will include
French-speaking Africa and some parts
of East and west Africa.
Andrew Muse, former compliance
director for the Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission, was unanimously
chosen by the Black Caucus for the va-
cancy at the Democratic National C o m-
mittee left by the resignation of John
Dean. Dean is now Deputy Chairman
of the Human Resources Commission for
New York City. The Caucus is insisting
that Muse be given the same rank and
authority as other top assistants at the
To Be Equal
committee. Formal acceptance w as
awaiting a conference with Chairman
Lawrence O'Brien and approval of the
"laundry list" of musts.
Two of the six women chosen this
year for the annual Federal Women's
Award are black. Chosen for their out-
standing contributions to their agencies
were Mrs. Essie Davis Morgan, siste'r
of Ossie Davis, and Dr. Florence J o h n-
son Hicks, special assistant to the direc-
tor of Public Health for the D. C. Gov-
ernment. Mrs. Morgan is Chief of Med-
icine and Surgery Soc al Work Programs
for the Veterans AdFainistration and her
citation was based on her work with psy-
chiatric patients, placing them in "fos-
ter" homes to help them readjust to ci-
vilian life.
Dr. Hicks is a specialist in 'public
health research. and has a Ph.D. in Pub-
lic Health. Both women are Grade 15.
Dr. Hicks, who is 32, is the youngest
woman ever to receive the award. When
asked their views about barriers of race
and for women, Dr. Hicks quickly re-
plied that she felt her race was an asset
and she felt no restrictions due to her
sex. When pressed on the subject, she
launched into an old time lecture about
being prepared and added that she had
no ambition other than to do a good
job. But Mrs. Morgan countered by say-
ing that she not only felt she had all
the qualifications to head an agency, but
won a round of applause when she said,
"I can and I will."
With the economic pinch tightening,
blacks are finding sometimes that black
is no longer beautiful — that is in get-
ting compensatory advantages and the
old saw, the last hired and the first fir-
ed is coming back into vogue. In addi-
tion, to reports of blacks being dropped
in the television and radio industry, the
vise is on black-oriented *p rogram s.
Some are operating on starvation bud-
gets that allow no such emoluments as
research assistants and some programs
like Black Perspective on the News are
doomed to end late in March unless res-
cued. When a Los Angeles TV station
hired a black woman commentator, a
white staff assistant boldly informed her
the action was taken only because the
station was up for FCC license renewal
and had to meet equal employment re-
quirements and the inference was made
clear that once that hurdle was o v e r,
the station would go back to the status
quo. . .
Ethel Waters politely declined Presi-
dent Nixon's offer o: a Bowser bag for
her to take home some food from t h e
buffet table following her Sunday pe r-
formance at the White House . . . The
National Portrait Gallery, an adjunct of
the Smithsonian Institute, is opening an
exhibit of famous blacks for Negro His-
tory Week and a special showing of
James Weldon Johnson pictures is read-
ied for school children. The famous
blacks series includes Supreme Court
Justice Thurgood Marshall, Walter White,
Mary McLeod Bethune and Dr. George
Washington Carver.
Negro history week
date is all wrong
By WHITNEY M. YOUNG, Jr.
The week of Feb. 12 is always Ne-
gro History Week. I'm not sure w h y,
since the historical Lincoln, with his ex-
pressed desire for black people to go
back to Africa, is a good deal less than
the mythical Lincoln. Far more fitting
would be, the week of January 15, Mar-
tin Luther King's birthday.
The number of authentic black he-
roes is long and honored, whether they
be revolutionaries like Nat Turner, acti-
vists like Frederick Douglass. or great
thinkers like W. E. B. DuBois,
And Negro History Week is the time
that many schools trot these great fig-
ures from our past out for a brief week,
and then put them in mothballs for
another year. It's a familiar story — the
pictures go up on the bulletin boards,
classes discuss the achievements of
Booker T. Washington, and then every-
one goes home satisfied — the blacks
have been honored for the whole year.
This kind of educational tokenism is
worse than insulting — it's bad educa-
tion. White kids, no less than blacks, are
deprived of an accurate picture of their
country's past. So long as teaching is,
done through a bleaching job that whit-
ens all subjects, youngsters of all races
are being deprived.
The segregation of black studies
Isn't the answer, either. It is certainly
valid to group courses together for a
black studies curriculum, just as we
have Latin-American Studies, Asian
Studies, and others. •
But ethnic studies should also be
integrated into the curriculum all year
round. History courses are the obvious
place for stressing the black influence,
but other areas are just as important.
The rich heritage of black literature
should be represented in English cours-
es; economics courses ought to deal
with discrimination and employment and
the effects of public policy on the lives
of the poor; geography classes should
deal with black population distribution,
migration to cities and urbanization.
and even Math classes can go into the
rich African heritage of counting a n d
number systems.
Black people have influenced every
field of knowledge taught in schools
from literature to engineering, and it's
up to the schools to "unbleach" their
courses and let their s tn dents know
about this.
And it's up to black parents to in-
sist upon it. There's more to taking care
of our kid's education than attending a
special auditorum meeting to celebrate
Negro llistory Week with a student
sketch. Parents have to stay on top of
what their children are being taught
and they should organize to help influ-
ence teachers and administrators.
Community participation in educa-
tional decision-making, which is the goal
of educators and concerned parents, de-
mands a real commitment by the pa-
rents themselves. If parents assume a
leadership role here, their kids could be
getting a more relevant education.
Everyone :.oni the President to the
Panthers is using the phrase "Power to
the People," but unless the people show
initiative and some real follow-through,
it's just a slogan. Our kids are our most
valuable asset and the education they
receive is our most important task.
With big city school systems begin-
ning to decentralize and with the more
enlightened systems showing an interest
In greater community participation, this
seems to be th• time for black and con-
cerned parents o get themselves togeth-
er to improve the schools.
Black people have fought and strug-
gled for an education since the d I m
days of slavery, when it was a crime for
a black man to be taught to read and
write. Blacks like Frederick Douglass
would hide away in attics studying copy-
books and would trick and tease school
boys into teaching them to read. It's
been a long hard struggle and it won't
be over until all black children get the
high quality education that will prepare
them for the future.
In the arsenal of black liberation,
let's place sound education high on our
list of priorities You can tear a house
down by brute strength, but you can't
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In a recent message to United Methodist of West-
ern Pennsylvania, Bishop Roy C. Nichols, presiding
bishop of the area, made some very significant com-
ments.
"The frightening happenings in our world today,
are symptoms of the birth of a new world order,"
he says.
The bishop compares the devastating disorder of
our times to the agonizing pains of childbirth.
The church must prepare to nourish, instruct, sup-
port and convert this new evorld, he warned.
As one well acquainted with the queries that well-
up in the hearts and minds of the average church
member, Bishop Nichols anticipated this "What Shall
We Do?" agenda.
Relative to "Missions" he asks: "How will we
use our resources and our money to bring practical
assistance to the needy, bind-up the wounded, mend
the lives of those who are bruised, bring freedom to
the captive and sight to the blind?
In the area of "Education" he asks? — How will
we relate imperishable Christian principles through
the prevailing controversy in the area of ethics, moral-
ity and values?
How do we plan to effectively teach children,
youth, families, and the aging in ways that match
their experience and hold their interest? — What de-
signs are we preparing to develop an appetite for the
timeless truths in the Bible?
"ALL THE FLOWERS OF ALL THE TOMOR-
ROWS ARE IN THE SEEDS OF TODAY!" — the
bishop stressed, and then he challenged the church to
generate a deep spiritual awareness of the presence
and power of God.
He suggested developing a local church atmos-
phere, where small group structures may minister to
people with different tastes and experiences.
The genial episcopal peer implied that lazy, fright-
ened, indifferent Christians will lose the world of the
future.
"Ever since Adam ate the apple, God has made
it plain that history is shaped by the decisions of
men'"
Learned from the columns of The Baptist Pro-
gress, that the Mid-Winter Session of the Progressive
National Baptist Convention was held at Memphis,
Tenn., recently, late January, to be exact.
President Earl L. Harrison of Washington, D.C.,
was assisted by the two vice presidents, Dr. L yen-
cheat Booth of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Dr. Nelson H.
Smith, Jr., of Birmingham, Ala.
I do wonder why few national church bodies send
out releases on plans and programs projected at these
business sessions.
• • •
Notice that the very capable Dr. Wyatt 'Tee Wal-
ker of New York City is listed as director of publicity
for the PNBC. He's a busy man. They usually do
a good job.
I'm sure that the Fred Masons, Sr. of Durham,
N.C. are quite proud of their son, Fred Jr., a music
major at North Carolina Central University, who was
presented in his Senior Honors Organ Recital at St.
Joseph's AME Church, recently.
* * *
Among the interesting announcements of Valen-
tine Sunday activities that came to the church desk
recently was about a "Love-in" by the youth of Cor-
nerstone Baptist Church, Pittsburgh, set for the af-
ternoon.
How's that for a theme thats "right on target?"
The Rev. Arthaniel Harris, now pastoring Zion
Temple AME Zion Church in Madisonville, Ky., at-
tended funeral services for his sister in Philadelphia,







— Fayetteville State Univer-
sity will have six majoi•
scholarships for entering
freshmen during the 1871-72
academic year, President
Charles "A" Lyons, Jr. an-
nounced today.
President Lyons said that
these scholarships will be
given to recognize, reward
and encourage students who
have achieved something
outstanding in their prep
scholastic endeavors.
The FSU Merit Scholar-
ship of $1,000 will be given
to any student who is a Na-
tional Merit finalist and
elects to enroll at Fayette-
ville State. It is one of the
largest academic stipends on
campus.
• Others
Others include the FRI
Foundation Scholarships
($750) for students finishing
in the top ten per cent of
their class and a Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) score
exceeding 1,000 University
Scholarships 4500) for stu-
dents finishing in the top
ten per cent of their class
and a SAT score exceeding
900. Valedictorian Scholar-
ships ($5001 for class vale-
dictorians, Salutatorian
Scholarships ($300) for class
salutatorians and Tuition
Scholarships ($150) for Cum-
berland County residents fin-
ishing in the top ten per cent
of their class and with a
SAT score exceeding 800.
In addition, the University
has a financial aid program
with various scholarships,
grants, and loan programs.
Receipt of one of the above
scholarships ices not affect
the recipient's right to other•





lutes the EASTERN CLN-
TRE OF THE POETRY
SOCIETY OF LONDON AND
WORLD POETS' RE-
SOURCE CENTER for their
Second Annual International
Poetry Festival, featuring
Young Poets and Young
Readers of Poetry (ages 6
to 25), Carol Hill and Marion
Darrell, Co-Chairmen - Sun-I
day April 11th. 1971 at l'
p.m. to 5 p.m. at the Down-
town Community 'School
235 East 11th Street, Ne.
York, N.Y.
The puriose et the "Poe-
try Festival" is fourfold.":
First, to give added encour-
agement to young poets and
young readers of noetr.,
second, to highlight the n.,
thrill poetic talent of youth
third, to give youth the op
portunity to read or to ha,,.
their poems read; and
fourth, to promote poetry
throuh participation of
young poets, young reader,
of poetry and listening adui-
ence. The Poetry Festival
Committee Will select all
poems for reading from
those submitted by entries.
Young readers of Poetry
must be heard by the Com-
mittee, or heard dr recom-




As County Trustee, I am required by law to publish
the following statement:
After FEBRUARY 28, 1971 unpaid taxes
bear interest and in addition a penal-
ty of one-half of one per cent a
month. Taxes may be paid at my of-
fice until APRIL 1, 1971, when lists
will be delivered to officers for col-
lection at the cost of the taxpayers.
RILEY C. GARNER
County Trustee
1970 Shelby County Taxes
To love, to live, and to
learn is to dig and be dug
in return.
This is Paris Brown and
Barbara Russell with all
the latest happenings around
the "Chargers Den".
The Memphis Black Mem-
phis contest was recently
held at Hamilton Auditorium.
It was sponsored by the
Collegiate Association.
Miss Susan Currie, a sen-
ior at Memphis Catholic, was
crowned Miss Black Mem-
phis. She was judged on tal-
ent, formal dress and bath-
ing suit. Susan received a
crown, trophy, a $250 scho-
larship to Patricia Stevens
Finishing school, an expense.
paid trip to New Orleans, a
Bulova watch from Driefus,
and a $200 wig wardrobe
from Mon Claire.
Susan will be eligible to
compete for the Miss Black
Tennessee contest in Nash-
ville.
SPORTS: The 1971 Charger
basketball season will come
to an end with 'Tredwell. The
highest scorers for the Charg-
ers were Dwight Woods and
Alan Boone. The highest re-
bounders were Reginald
Reser and Alan Boone. The
Charger "B" team most
valuable player is Karl
Turner.
TOP COUPLES: Joan
Davis and Eldridge Watkins,
Jackie Proby and Henry
Jackson, Paris Brown and
Marvin Moody, Sandra Tay-
lor and Jerry Bates, Toni
Johnson and David Warren,
Toni Cleveland and Fred
Booker, Antoinette Crawford
and Karl Turner, Margaret
Lewis and Ralph Stegall.
FASHION FLICK: Thi s
week many of the young men
at Memphis Catholic are do-
ing their very own thing in
the fashion world. Some of
these distinguished young
gentlemen are Leroy Hale,
Larry Bailey. Lonnie Cook.
Edward Lewis and Edward
McClure.
Although football season
has been over some of the
mighty Charger football play-
ers are just now receiving
their letters and jackets.
Seen wearing these jackets
are Ronnie Edwards, Horace
Clay. David Warren. Jerry
Bates and Tandy Franklin.
As you know everything you
start must come to an end
someday no matter who
started it. But before we
close this thing we are going
to leave you and yours with





He told his audience "The
Federal Government is going
to be reorganized, but the
same old state and local
bureaucrats, r ac at and
scheming, will be allocating
this $16 billion with Blacks
absent from the room when
the priorities are being
set".
He added, "I am a Black
Republican, but I am not a
Black fool. We are going to
be left out in the cold of
unemployment, inflation and
inferior housing. Only the
rhetoric will be decentral-
ized." "The only way for
Blacks to get in equitable
share of the pie, is to put
in some of the ingredients
and supervise the baking and
slicing of it".
He urged his audience to
pool its talent and dollars
and work with NB1. to build
major corporations and buy
into existing ones".
"Otherwise." he stated, "we
will always be a nation of
black beggars".
WASHINGTON, D. C.
— Berkeley G. Burrell, pres-
iden of the National Busi-
ness League, and vice-chair-
man of President Nixon's Ad-
visory Council on Minority
Enterprises accused politi-
cians of "being faceless when
it comes to minorities".
Speaking at a Kick-off Din-
ner for Project "BOLD," a
federally funded project to
assist minority entrepre-
neurs, Burrell cautioned that
President Nixon's $16 billion




TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — An
art exhibit, featuring the
works of three faculty mem-
bers from West Virginia
State College, will go on
display in the Samuel Bur-
ney Hay College Center at
Stillman College Sunday
from 2-5 p. 111
Included art prints hyl
Paul N u chims, assistant,
professor of art, Raymond
E. McNamara, asst. pro-
f esso r, and sculpture by
Cotton of the West Virginia
Art Department.
Pala 7
gram was exiclting, revolu-
tionary, but potentially dap-





PITTSBURGH — Dr. J.
Brook, Deady III, presents
"The Art of the Maestro and
the Orchestra" Feb. lith
with Benjamin Steinberg,
conductor and musical direc-
tor of the New World Sym-
phony, New York City. On
stage at Carnegie Lecture
Hall will be "Light Sculp-
ture" by Johns F. Maguil-e.
As with most of Dr.
Dendy's offering in the 1971
Master Artists Series there










Latest news!, Pa::d by Duster, the Plymouth Valiant car
outsold all other compacts in October-December 1970,
to rank as the Number One compact in the industry.
We introduced Duster to be the best transporta-
tion bargain in America. And what's happened?
A runaway success.
In the last three months of 1970. Duster led
the Valiant line of cars to first place in sales




Duster is strong in all the things you want a
small car for. Low price. Good gas economy.
Easy upkeep. Easy parking. Easy handling.
Good in stop-and-go driving.
But most compacts give you this. The differ-
ence is: Duster is a very trAg small car.
More room, better ride.
Duster seats five people comfortably. Repeat:
five people, not four. Comfortably, not cramped.
The trunk isfamily-sized —15.9 cu.tt. of storage
0
space. More than some cars costing a lot more
than Duster.
On the highway Duster acts like a bigger car.
You get the unique smoothness and stability of
its torsion-bar ride. You get the solid security
of its sturdy unibody construction.
More choices.
You can equip your Duster with our standard
or optional Six —both proven in billions of miles
for their combination of performance and good
gas mileage. Or you can order a V-8. In which
case you get larger brakes and tires. And this
should tell you something about the extra care
that goes into Duster's design.
In all, there are more than 50 options, ranging
from a stereo cassette tape player to a vinyl
roof. Why so many? That's the whole point
about Duster: You can have your economy
without giving up the nice things you really
want in a car.
Record sales
mean bigger resale value.
Traditionally. Plymouth small cars. like Duster,
have been leaders in their field in resale value.
Which is another reason why, to date, we've
put almost a quarter of a million people into
Duster. As we said, it's a very big small car.
If Duster is so much more car in so many ways,
is it unfair to compare it with other compacts?
No, not when you see the price.
See your Plymouth Dealer. He'll show you
that sales success boils down to one thing—
offering you more car for your money.
of,hrider
Otryder-Plymouth comes dwougit tor you...
Coming Through is not. slogan with us. use way of Ins We bu
ild and engineer our
cars with extra care We test and inSpect them against
 the most rigorous standards.
We are committed to delivering cars to you with more e
xacting quality end enduring
vslue than ever before And that's why Chrysler-Plymouth is 
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Miss Mine Jones will be-
come the bride of Frederick
Jackson on the 28th of
February at Flora'.; Wed-
ding Chapel.
She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Peston Jones
of 1381 S. Willett St. His












(How to keep your
sweetheart happy)
My son has just recently
staged dating a new girl. And
with the approach of Valen-
tine's Day, he was at odds
about just how to show his
feelings for her. My sugges-
tiorrWas for him to go to
Sears and look around. Be-
cause I know that they al.
ways have a tremendous se-
lection of interesting gift
ideas.
Upon his returi-i, I inquired
about the outcome and was
pleasantly informed that he
had decided on a jewelry
bor. He related to me about
how he had looked at a num-
ber-cif items, but had decided
that his final choice was best.
Many Great Gift Ideas
Fist. he had thought of get-
ting' her Country Inn choco-
lates, which- he found came in
plain or fancy heart-shaped
boxes filled with rich cieamy
chosolates. But since most
girls are
Ihen, he thought of per-
fume, but couldn't decide
whin 'fragrance he liked best.
Next, he looked at gold
chrrms, rings, jewelry, hand-
kerchiefs, crazy pillows, dres-
ser- sets, scarves and many,
many more items . . . all of
whia he passed up for one
rent:in or other. He even had
to' -admit that Sears never
seemed lacking for gift ideas.
He was much impressed with
Seas card selection and chose
sear a I .
'Also. he didn't hesitate to
ter-Flare about the many items
he:riaw that he would like to
gerfrom her. But being a
mgrer, I knew that most of
the-tint was intended for me.
Sol; listened patiently as he
tow.. me about the "boss"
tier the "too much" shirts,
"sitcl" cufflinks, and the
"crerty" belts and scarves .
alt:tia be found at Sears.
well, now I have my gift
ideas for both my son and
hifiband, without doing any
erten looking. And I 
know
wleiae they'll have a g
oodly
staff of things from which t
o
ct=se a gift for me, (Sears
).
M=nly hope is that my son
releins his gift giving thought
-
throuitout his future
and—Mat he -tias the good
sense to shop at sears first.
Joan Golden for ...
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
Earl Jackson of 3273 Norton
Rd.
Miss Jones is a graduate
of Hamilton High School
where she was an active
participant in sever al ,
school organizations. She
was a 1967 Kappa Debutante
and a 1967 Living Ad in
which she was Miss Mem-
plus World.
She is presently a senior
at LeMoyne-Owen College
and plans to graduate in
May. She is on the Year-
book staff, on the Dean's
List and three-time recip-
pient of the Dean's Cer-
titicate. a member of the
National Education Asso-
ciation- and a member
of the LeMoyne-Owen Con-
cert Choir. Her major is •
Elementary Education.
Mr. Jackson v.-a: graduat-
ed from Mitchell High
School. He was an active
member of tile high school
football team. He is em-
ployed at the Main Post
Office in Memphis.
Mr. Jackson is also a
veteran of the United
States Army and served
in Vietnam.
HOSTESSES FOR BRIDGE MEET — These members of
Entre Nous Bridge Club were hostesses recently at a
Champagne-Bridge Luncheon. From left are Gerri Little,
Carrie Scott, Nedra Smith, Millie Long, Lillian Wolfe,
Ex-Memphian promoted
by 1BM in California
Mrs. Barbara J . Simp-
son, formerly of Memphis.
has been promoted to ma-
nager of two International
Business M a c hines Cor-
poration's Education Cen-
ters in Calif.
Mrs. Simpson. the for-
mer Barbara Jeans, is a
graduate of Hamilton High
School in Memphis where
she was valedictorian of
her class. She was graduat-
ed from Lincoln University
cum laude. Jefferson City.
Mo. with a bachelor of
arts degree.
She received the master
of arts degree in business
education from Columbia
University. N . Y .. where
she was vice president
of the Business Education
Club and a member of Pi
Lambda Theta and Kappa
Delta Pi Honor Societies
Mrs. Simpson was in-
cluded in the 1967 edition
of Outstanding Young Wo-
men of America.
She started working at
International Business
'Machines C orporation in
Customers are buying and
Saving more at. . .
ECONOMY BEAUTY SUPPLY
2319 tomer Ave. Ph. 3234577
• Ultra Sheen-Hair Strate
• Everything in beauty zupplier
• Name brand merchandise
Open elf day Saturday
MRS. BARBARA SIMPSON
1965 as an Education Serv-
ice representative, in New
York City. was transferr-
ed to Sacramento. Calif.
in August, 1918. promoted
to Senior Instructor, Palo
Alto Education Center in
1969, in Palo Alto, Calif.
She was named manager
of the Palo Alto Center




The Four Flames Restau-
rant was the well-appointed
setting Sato rday night,
January 30, when Mrs.
Brydell Fields was hostess
to the homemakers Social
Wigs  by Mon-Clair 
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)
100% Human Hair
Tapered Wigs $7.95
WASH & WEAR Tapered Wig $5.95
ASK ABOUT THE FREE GIFT WITH EACH-PUR(H 
&SE
Afro Wig $16.95 Long Fall $16.95
London Shag $24.95 Wiglets $3.95
,esp=z3Netatoom=ii,
. • • • • •
Expert Styling 350
14 North Main,DowNsim,)527-3619
The members oh the
Ylil&W Club of Memphis
will observe its 43rd anni-
versary and i nstallation
of officers during a program
to be held at the St. An-
drew AME Church at the
corner of S. Parkway and
Mississippi blvd. on Sun-
day, February, 21, at 3:30
p.m.
Serving as the installation
sneaker will he the minister
of the church, the Res'.
E.M. Martin.
Mrs. Altura Stams Lee. a
charter member and the
only president in the his-
tory of the organization,
will begin her 44th term
in the office. The public
is invited to the program.
The male chorus of the
church will sing.
Mrs. Beatrice Scott is
chairman of the program.
Almond sweet
potato topping
Add silvered almonds to
brown sugar-water syrup,
simmer together a few min-




by the president. Mrs. An-
mie Holmes. Afterwards a
delectable dinner and re-
freshments were served.
. Following this an es-
pecially e n joyable social
hour was enjoyed by mew-
hers—Mesdames Charlie
Lewis, Marion l'arker, Ida
L. Jackson, Katie McGuire,
Luvura Johnson, Roxie Bar-
ber, Margretta It. Young,
and the hostess, Brydell.
Fields.




The Rev. .1. T. Dentharn
is the minister of the
church.
• downtown • union ave. • southland mall
Cd..11.2..7thLEA._—
Jfe3h10n specialists In sizes
18 to 60 and 161/2 t0321/






A ring-zipped, side poc-
keted tunic gives our pant-
suit special dash. Easy-
living textur3d polyester
pops right in your wash-
ing machine, never needs
Ironing. Navy.
Mall orders: please add
The Dosage and sties tax
appropriate in your area.
STOUT SHOPPE 8
downtown • 64 go. main • 527-6436
union ave. • 1992 union • 274-2065
whitehaven • 4279 hwy. 51 s. • 395-0064vi.
Helen Bowen, Essie Shaw, L. Delores Scott, Frances Has-
sell, Rose Coleman and Alice Helm, dub president, during
the affair held in the Living Room.
Club to install Bridge draws
new officers —96 to meeting
of Entre Nous
Some 96 beautifully attired
avid bridge fans answered
the call of the Entre Nous
Bridge Club recently for a
Champagne-Bridge L u nch-
eon.
The setting was the Liv-
ing Room. where a delec-
table repast was served to
guests hod members end
champagne flowed incessant-
ly.
The name of the game
was bridge, and after much
bidding and chatting,
some of the guests emerged
victoriously.
Winners, res pee tively,
were G w e ndolyn Smith,
Lila Dumas, Leola
Martha Flowe rs. Joan
Johnson. Lula Iledgeman,
Josie Flowers, Louise Hobbs,
.lana Porter, Thelma a
Brown, and Louise Walker
Prizes included a U.S.
Savings bond, radios, em-
broidery sets. travel sets
and many other items
Mt. lion !Mors
AME founder
The 211th anniversary of
Richard Allen, founder of the
African Methodist Episco-
pal Church, was observed
at the Mt. Zion AME Church
on Sunday, Feb. 11.
[Jr. Chauncey 0. Daugher-
t • 01 Pro vinc e AME Churchy






"Blessed are the peacemakers."
There is always someone around to take the
pleasure out of life .. . or someone who just enjoys
bugging others. Occassionally there are a few folks
who know how to handle that type .. . they are the
peacemakers who quietly and•gently smooth out the
wrinkles that furrow our brow and ease our crushed.
spirits. How wonderful it is to be soothed and returnee
to our familiar world .....relaxed and happy. Tilsit
it is up to us to carry on and keep the peace in ouf:
hearts. Of course it is easy to say "keep calm" .
but can we always do it? That is the question. Mt=
of us are emotional . . . it doesn't take too much er:
citement to throw us off balance . .. but then theft
is that moment before you let everything go when yu
have one tiny second to ask God to help you. Awl;
He does ... and you are serene again ... and um








The Norfolk Chapter of Girl Friends, the M ale
host to the annual conclave, have all of their ducks 111
a row for the Virginia Beach weekend. They call lig
the "S.S. Happiness" and the week-end will be run
like a cruise .. . the Ship's Log . .. Anchors Aweigli
. . Bon Voyage (or as they say "come as you are'.
party . .. and seemingly no one will be allowed a
sleep . .. because at 2 a.m., those who have thit
stamina will be stateroom hopping) . so it goes
until Sunday morning brunch and take-off for home.
Flo and Rod Armstrong of Iowa st., have become
grandparents for the second time. Daughter Patricia
(Mrs. Russell B. Gordon) is the mother of a second
girl child . . and because they were boy-hoping, both
mother and dad were caught with their names all'
masculine.
And incidentally second .Armstrong daughter Mic-
key is married!
Floris told us that for the past few weeks she
has been working as a Neighborhood Development
Worker at Addison Hall, Terrace Village. Florice
started as a volunteer to help the community develop
the programs they wanted and needed for themselves.
Challenging job!
• • •
E. Simms Campbell, the artist who delighted car-
toon-lovers for many years. died last week in Ness
York . . news tells it that he had been ill for a
long while. We didn't know 'til the news came out
that his wife Vivian died last November . .. they
lived in Switzerland, and we have the feeling that com-
ing back to New York was too lonely for him. His
exotic looking daughter is married to Gordon Parks,
whose photography brightens the pages of Life Maga-
zine .. . and whose novel was made into a movie . . .
miss E. Simms' cuties, those bosomy redhaired
• • •
I Lucia Taylor of New York sent us word that her
:hubby died last week . . . just another in the tragedies
in our lives ...
• • •
Here in Homestead, the brillihnt physician and
writer, Dr. George Little. died recently leaving his
adored Easter to mourn . .
• * *
The world might not pause in its mad whirl to,
give a thought to the birthdate of the late Mary
Caldwell Dawson . .. who in her day made musical
history in Pittsburgh. It was her dream to introduce
Grand Opera to her home city and in 1941 the curtain
rose on the National Negro Opera Company. Now jn
Washington, D.C., friends of the late impressario hate
banded together, presented the First Annual Memorial
Tea, with the Met Opera House being the appropriate
scene . .. "Top of the Met Restaurant" the charming
setting. Honored guests were Mrs. Catherine Cardwell
Gardner, and Mrs. Barbara Lee, niece of Mrs. Daw-
son. The latter presented memorabilia from ,Mme.
Dawson's estate to the Curator of the Schomburg
Library. Sara Slack was honorary chairman.
One of the most charming dinner-dances ever pre-
sented by socialites in Chicago was that given by the
Original 40 club, oldest men's club in Chicago. One of
the top hosts, Atty. and Mrs. Alexander Jackson II
(the former Marie Poston).
• • •
Hear tell Julia Duncan, formerly Julia Brady of
Detroit, and her hubby are back from their world-
trip. They live in Louisville . . and Julia commutes
to her Gay Club meeting in Detroit . and the Detroit
girls go to Louisville for her meeting!
• • •
Bright and beautiful the day . and gay chatter
and good food made the home of Pittsburgher Billie
Brown twinkle last Saturday when she entertained
the Thirteen Trumps. 'Twas Gladys Stanton's birth-
day, so the gale gave her a card shower . . . then


















































































































































































'We are involved, whether
you know it or not, in a
revolutionary struggle in
menterica. And if you don't
agree with our approach to
the probleln, you'd better
see that there is a problem—
and that you better do
something about it."
s,
These were the opening
-words of Larry Brown at a
lly held Monday at Mem-
phis' LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege in suport of the Na-
-aerial Committee to Combat
Fascism. The meeting was
conducted by members of
the NCCF who have recent-
ly been released from jail
on bond; eight other mem-
bers are still being held in
the Shelby County jail.
The NCCF members were
Jailed Jan. 18 after having
occupied offices of the Mem-
phis Housing Authority and
moved evicted families into
vacant buildings owned by
the MHA. Thirteen of them
are being charged with con-
spiracy, under an 1858 law.
Two others are charged with
CAIRO Ill. — Mute evidence to the vici-
uesness of the state police can bee seen in
this photograph looking from the inside of
the home of Mrs. Deborah Flowers. State
police battered in the door, shown here, and
also broke down one inside the house, as
well as leaving in a state of disarray the
nersonal contents in Mrs. Flowers' apart-
capitalistic system
assault to commit murder.
Brown, an NCCF organizer
from Chicago, explained the
basis for the approach of the
Black Panther Party, of
Which the NCCF is the or-
ganizing arm.
"For years., black people
have struggled against raci-
al injustice," he said. Dur-
ing the years of struggle we
have concluded that it is not
only racial injustice which
makes us poor and oppres-
ed; it is alseclass injustice.
We are poor and oppressed
because we are living in a
ment. Mrs. Flowers was now shown a
search warrant as other state police carri-
ed out the raid on Feb. 12. Mrs. Flowers
was charged with obstructing police as
they performed thier first illegal raid on





Musing: We all have our
•dreams, our goals. Whether
,we achieve our goals de-
pends on ourselves.
,„. All of us may be lying in
'a gutter. FO to speak, but
some of us are looking up
at the stars. Oscar Wilde.
Dear Carlotta:
I am probably one of the
most miserable persons on
earth. It seems that every-
thing I touch, or attempt,
at least 75 percent of it
••goes wrong. My friends
,seem so happy. They get
new cars, they give Parties,
and they are always sur-
rounded by 3 group. Probab-
ly you cannot do 'anything
about this; maybe I just
want to blow off steam;




You probably won't be-
lieve this, but your friends
may not be as happy as
they seem. The slang," Do
• your own thing", seems to
be the best I have heard.
How many people would be
flocking if it were not for the
parties, for the free rides?
Sort of buying friends on
the installment plan; only
-When you "miss a payment"
the friends are gone. The best
way is• to compete with
yourself. Miserable, there
is no magic wand to wave
in order to make life a bed
Of roses. In fact, I doubt if
you would want it that way.
I remember once when I was
child I burned my hand.
../, told my mother, "if I had
no feeling" I could play with
the fire. But my mother an-
swered, "if you had no
feelings you could not en-
joy playing with your kit-
ten. You remember the
story of Midas, who want-
ed everything he touched to
turn to gold.
It is natural for us, some-
times, to wish for the maxi-
mum o f pleasure with
the minimum of discomfort;
to have our bodies immune
to injurious feelings and yet
keep its capacity for good
and enjoyable ones.
Turn these contrasts over
in your mind. Isn't appetite
.sharpened by hunger? Isn't
the warmth of the fire made
doubly enjoyable after the
chill of the cold outdoors?
Isn't one really happier
after one has met some kind
of challenge? Softeness has
meaning only after hard-
ness. A constant level of
comfort, if obtained, would
kill us more surely than
the conflict of disappoint-
ment. When one is unhappy
it is hard to believe that
living in a bed of roses,
forever. could be as sicken-
ing as living in the shadow
of oil refinery., but it is
true. Count your success
again, include your health,
your youth, your faculties
your ability to make deci-
sions and you will find the
percent of successes going
up.
I repeat only compete
with yourself, every morn
is a new beginning.
And if you look up at the




As expected. Lerone Ben-
nett Jr. was the star of Le-
Moyne-Owen College's cele-
•tration of Negro History
Week.
His stirring and appealing
address last Friday morn-
ing was applauded by an
overflow crowd of LeMoyne-
biVen students and faculty
'Thembers, high school sen-
"iors and scores of other
'Memphis citizens.
A cold rain that turned into
sleet and then snow failed
to turn back the hundreds
who were determined to see
and hear the noted speaker.
The bearded and youthful
'Bennett, who is senior edi-
-ter of Ebony Magasine,
,.author of several books and
-en- expert on Africa, was in-
vited to the campus to
close out the college's Ne-
gro History Week. His ad-
dress was given in Metro-
politan Bapt it Church,
-.across the Street from the
. Campus.
Bennett moved at a fast
'pace during his short stay
..in. Memphis. H e arrived
„ here Friday morning from
Chicago and was met at the
airport by one of his form-
er classmates at Morehouse.
College, Judge Odell Hor-
ton, now president of Le-
Moyne-Owen.
He was whisked to the
campus and then escorted
to the Student Center where
newsmen, photographers
and television camera
awaited him for a press
conference.
Following h i s address,
which received a standing
ovation, Bennett was sur-
rounded by autograph-seek!.
log students. After shaking
hands and signing his name
on programs, Bennett waS
rushed to WHBQ-TV where
TV cameras rolled again
taping his expressions and
answers for the television
station's Sunday 'Press Con-
ference' show.
An Nut/ afternoon re-
ception on campus for Ben-
nett was well attended.
In opening his address,
Bennett praised Judge Hor-
ton, and paid tribute to
another friend, Mrs. Mar-





system which keeps us on
the bottom."
Brown said that the vast
majority of the American
population suffers "so that
a tiny percentage of the
people can live in splendor
and all of the people in jail
are poor.
As an example of how the
system works, Brown said
that the Indo-China war
would never end as long as
it was profitable for big
business. "We are in the
stage of monopolized capital-
ism," he said. "We've ex-
hausted markets in this
country and now we're ex--
pending those markets
abroad by imperialist wars.
"Those wars will con-
tinue as long as it is profit-
able for big business. Yet
those wars are fought by
human beings, who have no
stake in it. I say that is a
foul thing to do to a human
being, to send him off to die
in a war in which he has no
stake."
Brown said that govern-
ments were supposed to be
instituted to serve the in-
terests of the people. "But
in a capitalist society," he
said, "the government is
instituted to serve the in-
terests of the rich ruling
class." He called for a
board united front of "all
black, poor and oppressed
people in this country" to
bring about a new system.
Other speakers at the
rally stressed the need for
black people to begin to
organize themselves. "We
don't have. the luxery of al-
ternatives," said John
Smith. "Our backs are to
the wall."
Janice Payne, recently
released from jail along
with Smith, stressed the
importance of black women
being involved in today's
stritggles. "If you are a
black woman," she said,
"you ought to be even more
aware of what's going on
than the black man
"We still have eight peo-
ple rotting up in the Mem-
phis pig pen, on an UM
code," she said,. "You knew
where you were in
you were slaves! This is
a law we are not bound to re-
spect. No black people have
passed laws, en den black
people are bound to respect
them."
When students in the au-
dience asked the speakers
what they thought • about
Communism, Brown respond-
ed by saying, "people con-
demn Communism — but
most of us don't know what
it is. So how can we con-
demn it? I do know what
capitalism is. I do know
that It turns people into
monsters, or into totarvege-
tables. Awien/4
1 "The Consentmistrty
here in the United '4rSs is
advocating that th(:../0 s t
form of government So-
cialism. We might na-kree
tactically with th4,7Com-
munist Party, about what
needs to be done, but we
have the same goat," said
Brown
Payne ended the program
by saying, "I suggest that
all people — black, brown,
white, red, yellow— that all
people get together to solve
the problem in this country:
the racist, capitalist, ini-
perialist system that is rob-
bing us all of our lives."
Cairo housing project raided
CAIRO, Ill — Sixty-five
heavily armed state police
and FBI agents, backed-up
by Alexander County-white-
hat deputies, raided Pyra-
mid Court, the all-Black
housing project in Cairo.
Police forced down out-
side and inside doors in the
apartment of Mrs. Deborah
Flowers Mrs. Flowers was
arrested on a charge of ob-
structing a police officer.
This was supposed to have
happened in the illegal state
police raid into Pyramid
Court on Jan. 21. No war-
rant was presented to Mrs.
Flowers until she was inside
the police van. Her bond
was set at $1,900.
State police with heavy
rifles and riot-guns surround-
ed several other houses as
they entered some homes
and were turned away from
others with arrest warrants
on several of the black resi-
dents.
Mrs. Audrey Trenton, who
lives at 119 Pyramid Court,
was alleged pushed around
as raiding officers searched
her apartment for dynamite
and automatic weapons. The
state police, who had also
had over two dozen armed
troopers in box cars espe-
cially pulled in behind
Pyramid Court for the raid,
found only two bullets in the
apartment.
Also arrested was Frank
Hollis. Hollis is charged
with stealing a rifle from a
National Guard Armory in
Chicago. His bond is set
at $500.
James "Switch" Wilson
was arrested on a reindict-
ment on two counts of ag-
gravated battery which
arose from a reported white.
instigated riot in downtown
Cairo on Aug. 8, 1970. The
charges brought by a white
vigilante had been (meshed
in a recent trial after the
prosecutor had presented
his evidence, defense at-
torneys for Wilson are Her-
;tan Whitfield, Wallace Whit-
field, and Frank Washington,
all also having outstanding
warrants against them on
the same charges, say that
such arrests will constitute
"double Jeopardy".
Wilson is also charged
with stealing a rifle from a
federal marshal and un-
lawful use of a weapon. Both
of these charges and the
similar ones on Hollis arose
from the alleged guns seiz-
ed in their apartments in
the illegal police raid on
Jan. 21.
Bonds on Wilson total
$7,500 Arraignment fur all
three arrested today will be
on Feb. 19 at 10:30 a.m.
The Rev. Charles Koen
head of the United Front,
sees the raid as another in
a I on g line of incidents
meant to harrass, intimi-
date and break the will of
black people. fie and other
leaders of the Front have
declared such actions to
be obvious evidences of a
conspiracy to destroy the
black leadership of Cairo by
local whitehats, both uni-
formed and nonuniformed,
the state police and agent
of the FBI.
The Rev. Mr. Koen has
said that "they have tried
to turn black people on us.
Repesentatives from the
Governor's office have paid
money and spread lies
against us, to local white
leadership; all vigilants, have
attempted to assassinate all
the leaders of the Front,
but we are still here.
That cannot be said too
clearly. We are still (mere.
We will remain here, through
the help of God, until vic-
tory is ours. If we have to
stand face to face with our
oppressor, whatever form
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There appears to be a running
debate among some able and intel-
ligent blacks who have achieved
leadership roles over the question
of priorities. What should be the
number one issue, or item, on the
black agenda?
Hunger, housing, jobs, political
action, police-community relations,
welfare reform and a host of sim-
ilar concerns crowd the mind and
each issue demands serious atten-
tion.
Besides these painful domestic concerns, there
is the ever present life and-death issue of a remote
and monstrous war, a war that eats into our na-
tional substance and cuts like a knife into the hearts
of many of our families.
Among some of the most thoughtful blacks, espe-
cially among the young. there is a raging controversy
over the ultimate goals and our general philosophy.
Should blacks pursue the dream of "One America"
and continue the struggle for integration? Should they
turn their backs to the "Man" and go it alone, call
it black nationalism or what you will? Is there some
middie course?
The philosophy is important because it deter-
mine's strategy and tactics. Some blacks see this as
a matter of supreme urgency. They demand a blue-
print; for the future. Among them, it seems, is Stokely
Carniichael.
No young black activist in the tumultuous decade
of thg 60s won greater attention or acclaim than Car-
michael. Eloquent, spirited, and full of personal mag-
netism, he literally electrified thousands of blacks
with:his cry of "black power.'
The phrase had been used by others, including
noverist Richard Wright. but Carmicnael made it more
meaningful and significant than it had ever been be-
fore.:-It was a call to action, a cry of defiance. a
verbal ultimatum to the white overseers of our so-
ciety.that a change in the black condition must come.
The early arguments over the meaning of "black
power" have been forgotten and the phrase has achiev-
ed a legitimacy in black discourse on every level.
Carmichael however, seems to have become a less
forceful figure in our affairs and his voice is seldom
heard This is perhaps principally due to the fact that
todaihe makes his home in Africa.
From reports published last week, it appears that
the young activist has undergone some profound
changes in his outlook and philosophy. In an inter-
view with him in Conakry. Guinea. an English
journalist. Johnathan PoNk er, quoted Carmichael at
length. Here are some of the statements attributed
to hicm:
',The black man would no longer be thinking of
transforming the _American society. We should be con-
cerned with Mother Africa. America is an octupus
with tentacles all over the world. If the tentacles that
grip Vietnam, South America and Africa are cut, it
would be so much easier for the black people in
America to cut off the head.
"To develop a revolutionary movement, you need
'to develop a base, hold it and move out. You can't
do that in the States today. Africa is by no means
free, but it has some measure of freedom in some
parts, as in Guinea, and here you can build a base.
"The ultimate task is to create a milieu of thinking
in Africa that will allow the black person living in
America to realize his place in Africa. Similarly, we
must create a milieu of thinking in Africa so that the
African would want to have his brother in America
return to Mother Africa.
Carmichael had some critical comment for white
left-Wingers and he is quoted as follows: "They don't
seerif to be fighting for a redistribution of wealth.
They are fighting for sex, pot and the freedom to
curse — which I don't think is truly revolutionary.
I'm 'sorry, but I don't think one is a revolutionary just
because one curses publicly, or if one smokes pbt, or
if one is promiscuous."
lie was also critical of the Panthers and he charg-
ed that the policy of seeking confrontations with the
polide is a dead-end course, and the use of rhetoric
that:forces them into positions they cannot defend is
suicidal. He said; according to Power, "The Panthers
are practically finished."
rower states "that Carmichael "maintains that
the ithOck tactics that brought him so much publi
city
whei-he was the leader of the Student Non-Violent
Cooqinating Committee from 1966 to 1968, were nec-
essau at the time but that they have outlived t
heir
usefillness. Today, he said a much more sober long-
ternr.strategy is called for, requiring a quiet diplo-
matiii.approach which he concedes he often finds dif-
ficulg"
,clot of dust has settled since young Carmichael
led croyds on our city streets and called 
for revolu-
tion:A is a little ironic that his views now seem
so rrateh closer to Marcus Garvey than to Karl 
Marx.
Elected blacks organize
HIGHLAND PARK. Mich. — There
are about 2,000 Negroes who have been
elected to office in the United States and
the mayor of this city is trying to or-
ganize them into a group wielding influ-
ence.
The movement began in 1968 at the
National League of Cities Conference in
New Orleans. The few black delegates
there felt left out and ignored.
They held their own separate cau-
cus. From that grew what is now call-
ed the National Black Caucus of local
elected officials. (NBCLE0), an organi-
zation which is trying to bring together
all the blacks from across the country
who have been elected to local positions.
In its statement of purpos e, the
NBCLEO adopted a resolution reading:
"As black elected officials of mum-
cipal and county governments. vie re-
cognize the existence of problems pecu-
lar to us and with which we must deal
within and without the structure of the
National League of Cities and the U.S.
Conference of Mayors. To that end, we
are organized and will act and react in
those situations where we believe that
our common interests so require."
Mayor Robert Blackwell of H i g h-
land Park, Mich., a city of 38,000 s u r-
rounded by Detroit, is chairman of the
organization. At a recent interview. he
outlined its goals and the praiblems a
organizing it.
"Our broad goals are to evaluate
legislation before Congress and the first
black mayor in Michigan. Essentially,
he said the NBCLEO, once thoroughly
organized, would set up offices in Wash-
ington and act as a lobbying agency for
the interests of the 22 - million blacks in
the country,.
"Our group will he very, very effec-
tive at the national level." Blackwell
said as he looked through files in his
second-floor office. "Each of us is in
daily con ta ct with our constituents,
whereas Congressmen rarely get out of
Washington. We'll see to it that all mem-
bers of Congress — not just the black
ones -- are made aware of our ideas."
The NBCLEO, Blackwell emphasiz-
ed, would not push programs that would
benefit blacks and harm whites. "Those
of us who are ,black and who have been
elected mainly by blacks are effective
participants in the American Govern-
mental System, and have proven our
HA r CHER BOND
capacity and ability to effectively serve
as representatives of all the people," he
said.
"What group then is better able
to speak meaningfully and effectively
for its people than blacks who are suc-
cessfully working within the system for
ur gently needed improvements and
changes'?"
Since it was seeded in 1968, the
NBCLEO has slowly been builaing itself
up.
At the 1969 NLC conference in San
EVERS BAVARKIS
Diego, Blackwell said about 60 blacks
gathered for a caucus. "We went on the
flaor, picked out people by color and
eventually wound up with Ibetween 150
and 200 at the caucus," he said.
The next year, in Atlanta, the can
cus staged a floor fight over the NLC's
backing of a proposal to eliminate I h e
workable program for community devel-
opment. That program required a city
to make written pledges assuring tOe
federal government its application, for
urban renewal would help reduce slums
and prevent their reoccurence.
'Beauty and the Beast' plays
at MSU Opera Theater
One of the most charming
of all children's stories.
"Beauty And The Beast," is
the next fascinating ()tiering
by the Memphis State Uni-
versity C h 'Wren's Music
Theater.
Thrityleo performances of
the d e I ightful children's
opera a al be presented
March -8 through March
, 
20
at the MSU Administration
Auditorium.
The large cast of students
who will alternate the 32 per-
formances include Betty Ann
Hunt. Lynda Smith, Teddi
Smith and Linda Phillips as
Beauty ... Mark Holder, Bill
Wooten and Steve May as
The Beast . . . Michael Wal-
ker, Dennis Smith and Doug
Wylie as Timothy. . . Becky
Strong, Brenda Tucker Be-
linda Wright and Karen
West as Rotundra . . . Ron
South, Marsh Hudson and
Ron Gentry as Master
Mariner . . . Charles Bohan-
non, John Brindley and David
ngela Davis
Continued From Page 1
until five' or ten minutes after the inci-
dent.
The detectives at first refused to
say what he was being arrested for, but
finally said he was being charged with
assault and battery. After announcing
the charges, the eight officers took Hun-
ninan to the city jail in a group of four
unmarked cars. •
He was released after a grout) of
people went to the jail and paid the $26
bond placed on him. His case is schedul-
ed for a hearing in Judge Bernie Wy-
man's court at 1:30 on Thursday, Feb.
25. Hunninan is being represented by
American Civil Liberties Union attorney
Ronald Borod.
"The whole affair was an obvious
attempt to provoke some kind of incident
for which they could arrest us," said
Katherine Roop, a member of the Davis
Committee. "They continually threaten-
ed individuals and acted obnoxious, hop-
ing that someone would get ingry and
give them and excuse for starting some-
thing. No one did."
She said there was no gambling go-
ing on. and that none, of the officers
even mentioned that as a reason for
their being there. She said that when
one of the partygoers asked about their
rights, an officer responded by saying
"you have no rights."
"This incident indicates to us why
Angela Davis is in jail.," said Odella
Griffin. a committee coordinator. "It is
the same kind of frame-up procedure
which put Angela on the 10 Most Want-
ed list and now has he'r locked in jail,
facing a possible death penalty because
she stead up for the rights of her peo-
ple."
Robbie Milan. another organizer of
the Committee, said that the incident
"is an indication of how eager those in
power are to silence people who a r e
coming to Angela's defense. It is an at-
tempt to frighten us. to break up our
committee and to silence people about
the injustice of this case. What it is do-
ing is making us more determined
than ever to fight against this vicious
political frame-up and all others like it."
Acts of police and FBI provocation
are reported to have occurred when
other committees are working on the
Davis defense. In Brimingham, mem-
bers -of a committee there have been
consistantly harassed and questioned by
FBI agents. In Nashville. a black man
was' picked up by a carload of plain-
clothes police and offered $250 if he
would give them names of people at-
tending a rally where Angela - Davis'
mother was speaking. Otber incidents of
intimidationalso have been reported.
The Memphis Committee to Free
Angela Davis was formed after a rally
in January at which Angela's mother
spoke. The meeting, held at Clayborn
Temple, was attended by a crowd of
close to 600 people. Committee organi-
zers say its -purpose is to explain the
case to people, distribute literature and
raise funds for the political and legal
defense of Miss Davis. They say that
more house parties such as the one on
Saturday night will be held in coming
weeks.
(For information on the Memphis
Committee to Free Angela Davis, call
278-7988. or 278-2356).
Epps hits
Continued From Page 1
WILLARD Feb. 16 storyi7 Jesse Tri St,
filing a suit in the Hankcock County
Court.
"It was reported herd in Memphis
as well as Mississippi that I was re-
leased on bond, bound over to the grand
jury.
"There was no bond set, there was
no hearing and there was no indict-
ment because there was no case. I was
turned completely free because there
was no case in the matter."
Epps said "this is why my lawyer
is attempting to recover some of the
damages done to me and my family.
"It is highly unsusual that the press
would dig into this matter as they did."
The firm which Epps represented
was flue! Lumber and Plastic Co., and
it subcontracted site and drainage work
to Coastal Paving di Construction Co.
of Bay St. Louis, according to Gordon
Brown. Brown said he is owner of Coast-
al.
Epps said there were no gross
mishandling of funds, as reported.
Nagid Lord Lovadime . .
Karen West, Dorothy Curry.
Deborah Shappley and Lynda
Smith as Freely Ferocious
and Linda Phillips, Brenda
Tucker and Deborah Shap-
pley as midnight.
This fully costumed, musi-
cal version. with music and
lyrics by Mark 011ington and
book by Juanese and Wesley
Van Tissel, will be directei
by MSU Opera Technical Di-
rector, Roy King . . . scene-
designed by David Gano and
costumed by Carmen Peter-
son. Other credits include:
Assistant D irector and
Choreographer. Belinda
Wright . . Technical Assist-
ant, David Nagid and Gener-
al Assistant, John Brindley.
Performance dates and
times are Monday, March 8
thru• Friday. March 12 - and
Mon. March 15 thru Fri.
March 19 at 9:15 a. m., 10:-
45 A. M. and 1:00 p. ni.
Saturday performances arc
scheduled March 13 and 2o
at 1 p. m. Tickets may be
purchased at the MSU Box
Office, 321-1043, located in the
Student Center.
The last children's opera.
RUMPELSTILTSKIN, played
to an approximate audience'
of 20,000 school children. A
tour of the RUMPELSTILT-
SKIN. production was made
in 6 cities throughout the
state of Tennessee the firs)
week in February and played
to 10.000 students.
The Memphis State Univer-
sity Children's Music Theatei
is produced by George Os-
borne, General Manager of
the MSU Opera Theater: and




Airman Larry N. Johnson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Johnson of 763 E. mow
Pl., received his first U. S.
kir Force duty assignment
after completing basic train-
ing at Lackland AFB, Tex.
The airman has been as-
signed to a unit of the
Strateg:c air Command at
Wurtsmith AFB, Mich., for
training and duty in the
transportation field. Johnson
is a 1968 graduate of Chi-
cago Vocational High School




Continued From Page 1
any results from the athletic adminis-
tration when he presents them with the
numerous complaints he receives from
the black players; and no credit is
given to him for the recruitment of
black athletes.
(2) Prejudicial hostilities are taken
out on black players during football prac-
tice sessions. Black athletes are continu-
ously hit even after they are downed.
(3) Black players are only used for
their bodies. Their injuries are not prop-
erly treated and they are not given
enough time to recuperate.
(44 White athletes are allowed to take
out prospective white players; black
athletes are not even allowed to meet
prospective black atheletes, in an effort
to prevent their telling black recruits
what the M.S.U. athletic Departnient
is really like.
(5) Black athletes are not allowed to
wear mustaches and sideburns and
must adhere strickly to the rules, where-
as white atheletes are allowed every
possible concession.
(6) Black athletes are urged to stay
away from the student center, the only
place on campus where black students
can congregate, and are especially urg-
ed to refrain from association with the
Black Student Association office..
Gerald Tinker, the track star from
Miami Dale College, has met with many
such problems stated above.
Coach Murphy by waiting until the
final day before track season began, ap-
proached Tinker and told him he was
not eligible, which reportedly was a
prejudice stop toward Tinker. This is the
same coach that didn't want him to run
track last year.
The athletic department's less than
lax attitude to demanding Tinker's 'Tran-
script from Miami Dale College only
shows their lack of concern for the
black athlete.
This is not a loss only to MSU, but
also a loss to a potential performer for
the United States ire the Olympic games
in 1972.
Johnson, the Black recruiter and all
the black players who risked the loss of
their scholarship and jobs have stepped
forward to expose the abuse of the black
players along with the BSA.
Buy U.S.
Bonds
The standard of the world in
previously owned cars, too!
1970 CADILLAC :451,g IS $5650
Coupe de Ville. Finished in Regal silver with a Sable
black padded roof and black cloth interior, this fuxury
motorcar is fitted for the demanding and discriminat-
ing driver. Equipped with many of Cadillac's luxury
features such as: automatic climate control, tilt steer-
ing wheel for easy entrance and exit, AM-FT4 stereo
radio for the ultimate ;n listening pleasure, power
ateering, power brakes, power seat, power windows,
and a net of premium white sidewall tires An excel-
lent motorcar. this one owner Cadillac is still in new
car warrant).
1970 CADILLAC gg IS $5725
Sedan its Ville. Finished in Chestnut brown with •
Sudan beige padded top and matching beige leather
interior. A fine luxury car. this Cadillac Is exquisitely
tailored with thick rich carpet and beautiful wood
grain paneling throughout. Equipment includes auto-
matic door locks. automatic dimmer, automatic light
sentinel, automatic climate control. AM-FM stereo
radio, power windows, power brakes, power steering,
power seat, and a set of premium white sidewall tire,
for the most in driving safety and ridirg comfort
This beautiful one owner Cadillac is still in new car
warranty
1970 CADILLAC gg IS $5750
Fleetwood. Finished in Baroque gold with beautiful
gold NITIISCIls cloth Interior, this luxurious Cadillac
has soft thick carpet and woodgrain paneling
throughout. It is equipped with many of Cadillac's
extra luxury features and of course all of the stand-
ard features such u.s automatic light sentinel, auto-
matic climate control, tilt and telescopk steering
wheel, power windows, power steering, power brakes.
power seat, automatic door lock. AM-FM stereo radio,
anl set of premium white siderall tire. A beauti-
ful motorcar, this fine Cadillac is not on,y in excel-
lent condition outside, but It la a one owner that Is
still in new car:warranty.
1967 CADILLAC "21:9s, IS $2825
Coupe de Ville. This fine luxury motorcar Is finished
iv Saddle Brown with a sudan beige top and match-
ing Denford cloth interior. Equipment on this fine
motorcar includes power windows, power seat, power
steering, power brakes, tilt wheel, automatic climate
control. signal seeking radio. and s set of premium
white sidewall tires. This fine Cadillac carries our
factory approved 17 month or 27 thousand sills war-
rant.
1969 CADILLAC ;4.1 IS $4425
Convertible This ;Tony luxury car I. finished In
Phantom Gray with a Cotillion white orlon top and
beautiful San Mateo red ienuine leather interior.
This one motorcar Is equipped for your driving
pleasure and luxury with automatic climate control.
AM-FM stereo radio. power Windows, power steering.
power brakes, power seat, tilt wheel for ease In
entry and exit. a brand new set of premium white
sidewall tires for the ultimate in road safety.
1969 CADILLAC `:,;":, IS $4585
Sedan de Ville. Finished In Cotillion white with Chest-
nut brown padded top and beautiful Shalimar Vie
tapestry cloth Interior. Equipment on this luxurious
motorcar includes power windows. power seat, power
broken, power steering automatic climate control.
signal seeking radio, automatic door locks, and a set
of premium white sidewall tires. This fine motorcar
carries Cadillac's famous 27 month or 17 thousand
mile factory approved warranty.
1968 CADILLAC_ ns, IS $3675
Sedan de Ville. This fine motorcar is finished in
Palmetto green with Sable black cloth interior Equip-
ment on this motorcar Includes automatic door lock.,
automatic climate control, power windows, power seat,
power steering, power brakes signal seeking radio
And ii net of premium white sidewall tires. This fine
luxury motorcar carries Cadillac.  famous 27 month
or 27 thousand mile factory tpproved warranty.
Your lest Investment
A Previously Owned Moforcor From
MADISON CADILLAC
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Sports Horizon
LeMoyne-owen, only in its
second year in the Volunteer
State Athletic Conference
bagged the championship
trophy in the Western Divi-
sion by beating a tough crew
of tree toppers from Bethel
74-72 in Bruce Hall last
week. It was the catalyst for
L-O's most prolific victory
week of the campaign. The
Magicians went on to post
wins over Xavier of New
Orleans and Tougaloo (Miss.)
Christian College.
The showdown with Bethel
was picked to be a cliff
hanger and Mad Lads saw
to it that the fans would get
their money's wove. Playing
brilliant defense against a
frontline that averaged out
better than 6-8 Coach Jerry
Johnson's charg es just
couldn't live with the pros-
perity generated by a near
perfect first half which had
the Purple Wave leading 36-
Bethel threw up a full court
press early in the second
half and before L-0 could
regroup Bethel had outscored
them 15-3 to knot the game
at 25 all. With 14 minutes
left the VSAC powers fought
each other tooth and nail.
Despite Charles Edge's
sparkling rebounding and
scoring which netted the 6-5
sophomore 24 and 21 aggre-
gates in combat with a val-
ley of giants, it was the time-
ly scoring by reserve Bobby
Todd which proved to be the
clincher.
Todd, who grew up in the
L-0 neighborhood, fired in
three of five field goal at-
tempts and two of three ef-
forts from the foul line to
add eight points to the Magi-
cians' attack late in the
game. Todd bad been alter-
nating in the starting line-up
with Ken Petty.
Holding 72-63 bulge with
the issue just about settled
LeMoyne sent its rooters
scurrying once again for
their pills. This second re-
laxation ,almost proved fatal
as Bethel, rated among the
small college elite, stormed
hack to within a basket be-
fore the buzzer went off to
signal an end to what must
have been the most exciting
INVITATION TO HID
The Memphis Housing Authori-
ty will receive bids fat the
SCRAPING. SANDING AND
PAINTING THE CEILINGS OF
320 APARTMENTS AND 1 OF-
FICE BUILDING IN J. A. FOW-
LER HOMES. TENN. 1-12, Mem-
phis, Tennessee, until 10:00 A.M.,
CDT, February 26, 1971 at 700
Adams Avenue, Memphis, Teon-
ei.sce. at which time and place all
.bids will be publicly opened and
read aloud.
Proposed fort,* of contract
documents, including plans and
specifications, are on tile at the
office of the Modernization Engi-
neer. Memphis Housing Authority
700 Adams Avenue, 'temphis,
Tennessee.
Copies of the dicuments may be
obtained by qualified contractors
by depositing Five ($5.00, Dollars
with the Memphis Housing Au.
thority for each set of docume:..5
so obtained. This deposit is non-
refundable, and return of docu-
ments is not required.
A certified check or bank draft,
payable to the Memphis Housing
Authority, U.S. Government
bonds, of a satisfactory bid bond
executed by the bidder and ac-
ceptable suteties in an amount
equal to five (51 percent of the
bid shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will be tee
quized to furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance and pay-
ment bond or bonds.
All bidders shall be licensed con-
tractors as required by Chapter
135 of Public Act of 1945 of the
General Assembly of the State of
Tennessee, and all Amendments
thereto.
Attention is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages as set forth in
the specifications inusrbe paid
the Specifications Must, be paid
on this projcct„and the Contrac-
tor must insure That employees
and applicants for employment
arc not discriminated against be-
Cause of Yam color, creed, sex or
naiional
The Memphis Housing Authority
reserves the right to reject any or
all bids or to waive any inforniali.
nes in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn for a
period of thirty (30) days sub-
sequent to the opening of bids






game of the year on the
Bruce Hall court.
Standing tall among the
Bethel skyscrapers was 5-9
Ken Booher and 5-7 J. C.
Popplewell. Booher led the
first Bethel rally with long
Jumpers and finished the
game as top scorer with 25.
Popplewell teamed with 6-8
James Penn as Bethel's last
ditch move nearly caught
LeMoyne at the finish. Penn
got 16 while Popplevvell re-
gistered 10.
Ed Hoskins got 21 and
Felix Hurth and Jerry Dover
pitched in 12 and 11 respec-
tively to give L-0 a balanced
attack.
OLD DEBTS PAID -
When Knoxville, Bethel,
Xavier and Tougaloo m came
to town in succession they all
had in common a victory
over L-0. When the four
games were over the Magi-
cians had erased the red ink
in their ledger with four
consecutive wins. In addition
to the Bethel victory last
week L-0 downed Aavier 85-
79 and finished the week last
Saturday night by blasting
Tougaloo 99-75.
L-0 had to come from be-
hind to overtake the Gold
Rush of Xavier as the visi-
tors' "Mr. Cleanheed" Watts
kept the New Orleans five in
contention with his long
range bull-eyes which netted
him 27 points, three more
than Edge got to lead the
Mad Lads. The victory over
Tougaloo was an annual
swap out of home triumphs
as Hoskins and Edge com-
bined for 49 points to tram-
ple the Mississippians.
The VSAC Playoffs got
underway this week with
CBC hosting Bethel and Bel-
mont the likely opponent for
LeMoyne. The winners will
advance to the VSAC tourney
which will run two days. Fri-
day and Saturday, in Nash-
ville. The Eastern Division
will also send two teams to
the tourney. UT Martin de-
feated L-0 in the finals of
the 1970 VSAC eliminations.
PROS RESCUED
Over 4,000 concerned citi-
zens had compassion for the
Memphis Pros, by going out
and gobbling up over $700,-
000 worth of stock put up for
sale by the Memphis 1rea
Sports inc. The figure is
short of the $800,000 which is
needed to buy the ABA team
but was sufficient to exercise
the first option irt the negotia-
tions. So Memphians and
Tennessee area fans — the
corporation is licensed by the
state of Tennessee sales are
restricted to residents of the
state — still can call or go
by the Pros' offices in the
Mid-South Coliseum and ob-
tain information about pur-
chasing stock at $5 a share.]
The Pros return to the'
Coliseum next week, taking
on the Indiana Pacers Mon-
day night and Virginia Tues-
day. The Pacers were 118-
111 winners over the Pros
in overtime in Indianapolis
last Sunday despite the
heroics of the Jones boys
Jimmy and Steve. Jimmy
got 35 points and Steve
scored 30 including the bucket
which put the game beyond
regulation time. The Pros
took the measure of the Nets
for the first time the pre-
vious night in New York 109-
105 and Coach Babe Mc-
Carthy found out the formula
through misfortune. The Pros
left Utah at five in the morn-
ing last Saturday and 15
hours later the Pros finally
arrived at flofstra Univer-
sity on Long Island after
tiring rides in a plane, bus
and a fleet of rent-a-cars.
The only trouble with re-
verting back to those travel
tactics it would take a genius




AT VANGUARD BANQUET — The second annual MI.
Sports banquet of the Vanguard Social Club was held re-
cently at the Chisca Plaza Motor Hotel, and some of the
members are seen here posing for the Photographer for




— Bill Antonini quit as train-
er of the American Basket-
ball Association's Kentucky
Colonels charging that coach.
Frank R a insey "doesn't
know what to do" and was
responsible for chaos on the
club.
"What's wrong with the
Colonels is that they have
no direction," Antonini said.
Ramsey, the former super.
,ub of the Boston Celtics,
replaced the fired Gene
Rhodes as Kentucky's coach
early this season. Antonini,
who served Rhodes as a
trainer when Rhodes was a
local high school coach, re-
mained on the staff.
Antonini also charged the
Colonels' p r oblems were
compounded by a rift be-
tween white and black play-
ers.
"The thing that keeps the
club from being split down
racial linds is that both
whites and blacks are anti-
Ramsey." he charged.
Ramsey. reached at his




DURHAM, N.C. — (UPI)
— Former St. Louis Cardinal
and New York Yankee star
Enos Slaughter was named
baseball coach at Duke Uni-
versity.
Duke athletic director E.
M. Cameron said Slaughter
will take over baseball du-
ties immediataly from Tom
Butters, who will devote
full time to his post as exec-
utive secretary of the Duke
Athletic Fund.
Slaughter, who was tagged
with the nickname "Coun-
try" joined the Cardinals ,in
1938 after three seasons in
the minor leagues. He play-
ed with the Cardinals for 13
seasons before being traded
to the Yankees in 1954.
"We are very fortunate to
secure a man of Enos
Slaughter's character," said
Cameron. "His experience
as a big leaguer will be very
beneficial to our baseball
program.''
Slaughter was a member
of the Cardinal teams that
won the World Series in
1942 and 1946.
Yes! you may qualify for a new 4 bedroom brick home








You get both with
lull I: Mill1 g11111 11111.s
20 mg isr.-1.4 no nicotine
rep et wens. FTC Report NOV.70
gibe
derson, Willie J. Clark, president; W. H. Turner and
Charles Washburn. Standing, same order, are Leon
Knowles, Robert Taylor. vice president; Samuel R.
Brown, Henry E. Exum and Booker 1, MciChriston.
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI)
— Halfback Leroy Keyes
and linebacker Ron Porter
have undergone operations
and are expected to be
working out next spring, the
Philadelphia Eagles announc-
ed,
Keyes, who partially tore
an Achilles tendon last
July ard never fully recov-
ered despite an operation
soon after, underwent sur-
gery at Graduate Hospital,
an Eagles spokesman said.
The spokesman said Keyes
will be in a cast for about
six weeks, before starting a
"rehabilitation program."
Porter was operated on
also at Graduate, for the
removal of "loose bodies"
on his knee.
The spokesman said no
muscle or ligament tear
was involved in Porter's in-
jury and the fragments
were successfully removed.
It will be -,4eceral weeks"
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE





1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN) EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 2p:4,M. CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.






Morton Frozen Apple, Peach-Cherry
4-Limit total
Crystal grape, Apple or Blackberry
3-Total LimitJelly 18 oz. 
Cdn.,
=0*










Hunts With Tometoe Bits
Tomatoe




3Ib pkg. Or more
Prices in th• ad effective noon, Feb. 10th midnight tlxia
Feb. 1 7 • we reserve the right to limit quantities. None
sold to dealers.
Stokely




Fred Montesi Country Style
Pork
Sausage










10 to 16 lbs.
2 Limit Lb. 370
COFFEE-
Maxwell HOUSE
or 78c off Maxwell House or Sacks or Maxwell House
Freeze Dried or Instant.
Reg. Size 2 Roll Pkg. 394p
Heinz Veg. or Vegetarian Veg.
Sacramento
Del-Monte
Pear Halves 16., 29*
Musselman
Apple Juice cit. 29*
Hawaiian Regular
Red Punch 46., 35c
Pride of Illinois Cream Style White or Golden
Corn 4 Total Limit 11 oz. Can15*
Del-Monte Light Meat Chunk Style
COFFEE -
MAXWELL HOUSE
or 78c off Maxwell House or Sanka or Maxwell
House Freeze Dried or Instant.
With this coupon and 5.00 additional put'
Ouse excluding v•Iu• of coupon merchan-
dile (fresh milk products antl.Freece and
tobacco exctueseu in eomptiamce voter state
'awl. Coupon expires noon Fab. 24th.
1971.
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At'THOR VISITS MEMPHIS - Lerone Bennett, second
from right, a senior editor of Ebony Magazine and author
of "Before the Mayflower" and other books on Negro his.
ton, v% as in Memphis last week as Lemoyne.ouen Cil-
lege's Negro History Week observance, and he is seen here
following his address in Metropolitan Baptist Church. From
Memorial scholarship
to honor Kenneth Cox
By HORTENSE SPILLERS
Ker. Cox WIll be remem-
bered hy the people of his
community, Orange Mound.
as a v ital young man tthoie
promise was great. On Oc-
tober 9, 1970. Ken was kill-
ed while carrying out tiffi-
(nal duties as a captian and
defense attorney in the
United States Army. His
specific dillies ;IL., the time
involved the legal defense
of black soldiers.
An outstanding graduate
of McIrose's class of 1960.
Ken studied law at Meni-
phis State Uruversity Law
School and received the
juris doctor degree in 1966.
For a couple of years.
he served as a legal assis-
tant for the Kentucky Stale
-commission on Hum an
Rights. After his tour of
military duty. Ken had
plans of returning to Orange
Mound to establish a law
Practice. His untimely
death require; that his
dream he made flesh by
those of us w h rim am
note and belie) c, as Ken
did, in the liberation of
black people wherever they
are.
The most abiding me-
morial that can be erected
in his memory is action -
in the buildiog of living
institutions which will pro-
vide for the political, eco-
nomic, and cultural well-
being of black people. Any-
thing less is mere senti-
ment: one of the hall-
marks of Ken's .vitalness
was his lack of, wasteful
sentimentality.. Ile believed
that a man's words and
actions should not contra-
dict, nor should a man
lose time lamenting a situa-
ting that could be changed
by direct action.
In keeping with those
beliefs, the friends of Ken
Cox have established a me-
morial law scholarship for
the benefit of black law
students at Memphis State
University.
We are soliciting at this
time other interested do-
nor- f n nled•J•es
41*
left are Howard Sims, chairman of the observance; William
0. Little, history teacher and the sports columnist for the
Tri-State Defender; Judge ('. Odell Horton. president of the
college, Mr. Bennett, and Dr. S. A. Owen, minister of Metro-
politan Baptist Church. i Withers Photo)
from $10.00 to SH10.00 ha%
already b e en submitted.
Tyre is no set donation -
each* one gives according
to his means.
We make this appeal Ito
less in Ken's memory. but
more so in the behalf ot
all out people. We hell. •
that if black men
truly be free here, then
the- masses, must he abour
the critical business of
maintaining self and kind.
The scholarship is lust
one example of what black
Mernphians can do in the
way of destiny - making
once our heads and heart,
act on one accord. In the
name of love and liberation
let us give.
Please make checks a nil
money orders payable to:
The Memphis State Uni-.
versity Foundation for the
Kenneth M. Cox Memorial,
Scholarship Fund, and mail
to Memphis State Univer-




please contact Mrs Grace
R. Cox, 1105 South Cooper
St., Apt. 2, Memphis. Ten-
nessee, Tel. no. 275.9.334.
Seagram's V.O. Canadian.





Very special. Very Canadian.
Very right.





















h East Dempster S I I,:00.00
C rooms, 1 bath, FR $200 ()Q.T.:
2360 Lowell Street 514.95C.00
'coo,,,. I bath. Alum SS 250 Dolor,
1045 Rozelle Si 3.050.00
7 rooms, I bath, 8'1' 5250 Dou,n
1894 LaPaloona Si 2. 2.50
rooms, 2 baths, Asb SS250Dotwi
' 033 keel Avenue 510,250
' 8 roomt 2 baths, FR '1V,8
Va Do;th Payment
. 129.Y A tinkle 5I4.250
11 room., 3', bath Sri,;;,' RI
5:50 Dmvis
3384 Rovhestei S10. 750




Lang tC1,11, .1'1'; Loans tradable
See int. /Irate,.
Since 1545 . 5 locations
A
APPLIANCE
L I. GATLIN IL G. KINKLE
Co.
L. I, GATLIN 1R.




• 31111 THOMAS (HWY. 31 N.) ... 351-4513
• 2574 LAMAR
• 4255 HWY. 51 SOUTH
743-5370
  396-0995












PPD 16411,1 k 166 e.
Frigidaire Frost-Prof
with 154-1b. size freezer
$29995





• Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
1 snap • Super Surge wash-
ing action--needs little or no
pre-rinsing • 4 Cycles-in-
cluding Plate Warmer.
$15995
Frigidaire Range features lift-





Will Give You More Food for




Apple, Peach, Custard, Cherry or























fresh or frozen milk
product' and in addi-
tion to any outer pur-
chase re quirera4ntz.
Good thru Tues., Feb. 23
jiitlimit one.
JCI V Vitilinn
U.S. CHOICE TENDE RAY
ROUND STEAK
9 8c






















2 rolls 1 C
with this coupon and
$5.00 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and
froth or frozen mlik
products.




































with 2 pkgs. Country Oven
Chocolate Coated Cookies
with 6 cans 2Kroger Pork & Beans
with one tar-Uryb-r,s-Vi 3
2-lb Preserves
with one 74-or jar
Kroger Pancake Syrui•
with Iwo t cello pkgs
Ir.ijaer Pt_ Nuts
SIT 
vK:-th PkPuddgsin5T-gs  
E
woE, two pkgs. of Kroger
Sandwich buns/ Weiner Rolls
with 2-lbs. or more Ground
Chuck Round or Chd. Sirloin
wIth 2 pkgs Fryer Breast or
Whole Fryer Legs • 
with 2 pkgs Center-Cut or ic
Breakfast Pork Chops
with one B-oz. or 12-co. 
11 ,Kroger Lunch Meat
1 ' 25 purchasez.thpekFrozen











with 3Lbs. or more
Onions 
2c wtth 2 headskir Lettuce
25
with a pkgs
Holland Bulbs
5fl
awietahle50.flbspPheasgrnHumumus or? 
1)
1
13
14-f
1 (I
15
6
17
10
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so
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to
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